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Cabinet Meeting

Award- winning engineers will take part
in aroundtable at The NAB Radio Show.
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California Stations
Dodge Blackouts
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V Rick Barnes
reviews the book
'Digital Audio
Broadcasting —
Principles and
Applications' in
Transition to
Digital.

Radio Station Managers in Western States Face
Staggering Power Bills and Are Forced to Conserve
by Randy J. Stine
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Tom Ray says it's time to bring
,anity back to streaming.
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LOS ANGELES Hoping to avoid the
California "blackout bug" for the rest of
the summer, broadcasters here have readied auxiliary power plans and lobbied
state government to spare themselves the

most painful aspects of this summer's
energy crisis.
Most experts contacted by RW said the
impact of the energy squeeze on broadcasters has been minimal. However, with
the reliable, consistent and affordable
See POWER, page 3
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STUDIO SESSIONS
• HHB Circle 3A
Nearfield Monitors,
Cedar's De Noise
tool and increasing
your PC's audio
processing speed.

In This Issue

One City,
One Big RF
Headache
Frequency Coordination
Fees Are Part of Planning
For Salt Lake Olympics
by Leslie Stimson
WASAINGTON At the upcoming 2002
Winter Olympic Games in Salt Lake City,
broadcasters, teams and anyone else using
coordinated and assigned radio frequencies
during the games will pay for that right.
Frequency coordination is a must for
such large events, but this is the first time
such fees will be charged.
Mario Web, RF coordinator for the Salt
Lake Organizing Committee for the games,
said the fee — $250 per assigned frequency
— serves two purposes: to keep a level
playing field among frequency users, and to
prevent applicants from "warehousing" precious spectrum in an attempt to ensure
clean, available signals. A sticker fee of $ 10
per device will also apply.
SLOC is the frequency coordination
arm for the Olympics. It categorizes RF
sources as being inside or outside certain
boundaries, or "fences," at each venue.

Scott Petersen, KFMK(FM), Chico, Calif., reflects the feelings of many power users.
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SUPERIOR POWER
VA lucky reader
wins aStabiline
UPS from Superior
Electric in our
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AN IDT COMPANY

816R Series
FM Transmitters
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Known throughout the world as the best
performing, most reliable FM transmitter.
Demand a Continental for your next
transmitter and know that we will be
here for you.

Every Business Day
at www.rwonline.com

See OLYMPICS, page 6
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Arbitron Spells Out
RADAR Plans
In its first acquisition as apublic company, Arbitron has purchased the
RADAR radio network audience survey
from Statistical Research Inc. for $ 25
million, payable over two years.
RADAR, Radio's All Dimension
Audience Research, measures audiences
to radio commercials aired on 20 radio
networks operated by ABC, American
Urban Radio networks, Premiere and
Westwood One.
More than once in the past, Arbitron
considered duplicating aRADAR-type survey, but could not make aviable business
model, said Arbitron President and Chief

Executive Officer Steve Morris. He said
RADAR sales are about $9million ayear.
As part of the deal, Arbitron gets
SRI's processing software used to produce the network radio ratings database
and the RADAR PC 2010 desktop application used by networks, agencies and
advertisers to analyze the RADAR audience data.
SRI will work with Arbitron to adapt
its processing software to the Arbitron
diary survey method. SRI uses telephone
surveys in combination with the spot
clearance system.
Both Arbitron and RADAR employees
will study the differences in response
rates for both the phone and diary
methodologies to see how the change
from the former to the latter would affect

the RADAR product.
Morris said the acquisition allows
Arbitron to get into audience measurement for the national radio business,
which it sees as agrowth opportunity as
the number of radio networks increases.
"National advertisers are willing to
pay a higher cost per rating point for
commercials run on RADAR-rated networks in part because the audience estimates are based on the commercial clearance system that is an integral part of the
service," stated David Lapovsky, executive vice president of worldwide research
for Arbitron. RADAR employees will
report to Lapovsky.
Long-term, Arbitron plans to increase
the sample size for the RADAR survey
using local market diaries.

ALIDIDARTS DIGITAL D-713
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Twenty-one "core" RADAR employees become permanent Arbitron employées 'with thé pitrchasè and will remain in
Westfield, N.J., according to Morris.
SRI principals Gale Metzger and
Gerald Glasser will continue their SRI
roles with Arbitron during the transition.
With the acquisition of RADAR,
Arbitron adds Premiere Radio Networks as
anew customer, while it continues talks
with Premiere's parent company Clear
Channel over local radio ratings contracts.
The acquisition does not affect SRI's
deal to provide audience research to
Sirius Satellite Radio and XM Satellite
Radio, Morris said, because those agreements are not RADAR-related.

KDAP Fined
$15,000
The licensee of KDAP(AM), Phoenix,
has been fined $ 15,000 for various technical rule violations including failure to
provide acopy of the station's antenna
measurements during an inspection and
failure to conduct annual equipment performance measurements.
The FCC's San Diego Field Office
inspected KDAP after receiving information from the Enforcement Bureau's
High- Frequency Direction Finding
See NEVVSWATCH, page 6
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The D-70 digital console from AUDIOARTS not
only utilizes the latest in digital technology and chip
sets, it can be ordered with aserial interface that lets
it integrate with most popular automation systems and
station routers; it even
has WHEATSTONE's
exclusive VDIP® software setup system.
Plug-in modules
let you have any combination of mic, analog
or digital line inputs,
and four stereo busses
give you plenty of flexibility ( each has both
WHEATSTONE'S VDIP. Virtual
digital and analog outDipswitch Software lets you conputs). And with sample
figure D-70 input channels with a
laptop computer. Once configrate conversion on all
ured console runs stand-alone.
the digital inputs plus
selectable console clock rates of 32, 44.1 or 48KHz
(and an optional external house sync) the D-70 can
fit right in with all your facility's present equipment.

With a compact, tabletop- mount footprint and a
modular rear connector system that utilizes plug-in
submodules for easy analog-to-digital field switches,
the D-70 can be configured onsite
quickly and easily. On the functional side, fullscale digital peak plus
simultaneous VU metering, LED
illumination everywhere, built-in
machine interface, automatic timer
and clock ( stand-alone or ESE
slave) all come standard, along with
separate control room and studio
source selection plus built in talkback. You can even order the D-70
console with a SUPERPHONE
module to support two callers with automatic digitally
generated mix- minus. Both digital and analog line
selector panels are also available.
THE D-70 DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE
—benefit from WHEATSTONE's experience—
at an AUDIOARTS price!
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safety" can apply. The deadline for
applying was in Julie.
However, Statham said the exemption
is not necessarily aguarantee broadcasters will stay online.
"We have heard of abroadcaster backlash of sorts. The utilities figure if you
have agenerator, then you are acandidate for ablackout."
He said California Gov. Gray Davis
proposed a bill that would reimburse
broadcasters for any cost associated with
running their backup generators.
Statham said many radio stations in
his state began preparing for potential
power problems early this year after forecasts by state utilities predicted summer
shortages were inevitable.

Power
Continued from page 1
delivery of electricity vital to studios and
remote transmitter sites, the threat of
additional "rolling blackouts" this summer remained aconcern, especially with
the state's public utilities struggling to
meet the growing summertime demand.
The crisis also has raised longer-term
questions for broadcasters about the
availability of reliable power.
California's recent measures are meant
to conserve power when energy usage is
highest to prevent unexpected shortages.
The California Independent Systems
Operator, a nonprofit agency that manages the state electrical grid, predicted
more than 30 days of rolling blackouts
through this summer.

Skyrocketing costs
Even those broadcasters lucky enough
to avoid blackouts are paying aprice.
Skyrocketing energy costs have cut
into station profits. Some broadcasters
have seen their energy bills nearly double
this year, said Stan Statham, president of
the California Broadcasters Association.
Statham said most broadcasters have
received exempt status from planned outages from the California Public Utilities

Art Lebermann runs a load test on the batteries for the
275-kW diesel generator at KGO(AM), San Francisco.
Commission. The state's energy blueprint
allows some customers to be classified as
"essential customers," not subject to the
blackouts.
Along with broadcasters, emergency
service agencies, hospitals and telephone
system operators are exempt. Only eligi-

Pacific Gas and Electric Company offers the following tips to its smallbusiness customers to help them reduce their energy use and save money:

ble for the special exemptions are cus-

tomers of the state's three largest utilities:
Pacific Gas & Electric Co., Southern
California Edison and San Diego Gas &
Electric.
According to the California Public
Utilities Commission, "Any customer
who can demonstrate clearly that rotating power outages are likely to pose a
significant threat to public health or

Short outages
Scott Petersen, chief engineer for
Regent Communications' four station
group in Chico, Calif., said several of his
stations have experienced several days of
short outages since April, but thanks to
propane generators, the stations lost minimal airtime.
"Radio stations live on electricity. That
is what we are. The availability of power
is critical. You can sometimes forget that
until you go without," Petersen said.
Testing of generators is the most
important part of any backup power plan,
Petersen said.
"I've been let down because of asimple bad battery. Maintenance is the key.

Office Equipment
•Turn off PCs, monitors, printers, copiers, and lights every night and every weekend. If
you can't turn off the whole computer, turn off the monitor and the printer.
•When purchasing PCs, monitors, printers, fax machines and copiers, consider models
that "power down" after auser-specified period of inactivity.
•If appropriate, use laptop computers — they consume 90 percent less energy than
standard desktop computers.
•If appropriate, use ink-jet printers — they consume 90 percent less energy than
laser printers.
•Implement paper-reducing strategies such as double-sided printing and reusing paper.
•Use e-mail instead of sending memos and faxing documents.
•Purchase appropriately sized copiers for your company's needs.

Lighting
•Retrofit T12 lights with magnetic ballasts to T8 lights with electronic ballasts.
•Retrofit incandescent light bulbs with compact fluorescent lights.
•Consider removing excess fluorescent lights and installing reflectors.
•Install motion detectors to control lighting in frequently unoccupied areas, such as
restrooms and copy rooms.
•Retrofit incandescent or fluorescent exit signs with long-lasting, low-energy LED
exit signs.
•Clean dusty diffusers and lamps every 6-12 months for improved lumen output.
•Rewire restroom fans to operate with the lights.
•Remember that dark walls require more power to produce the same amount of light.

HVAC
•Consider replacing old HVAC systems with new energy-efficient systems.
•Install time clocks or setback-programmable thermostats to maximize efficiency.
•Install locking covers on your thermostats to prevent employee tampering with temperature settings.

So check this out Instant Replay® puts 1,000 of your
favorite noises tight in front of you,
ready for instant playback. No
other audio player makes it
so easy to be spontaneous
and creative. It's fast, it's
easy, and it's fun. Here's
the deal. One Instant
Replay can store over
24 hours of stereo sound
That's 24 hours of sound
effects, spots, promos, even
entire songs - anything - and
you can play any of them back
instantly by pressing one of 50 Hot
Keys! There's no need for training. It's
self-contained and works right out of
the box - just push the buttons and go!

•Perform scheduled maintenance on units including cleaning condenser coils, replacing air filters regularly, and checking ducts and pipe insulation for damage.
•Clean condenser coils and replace filters regularly.
•Install ceiling fans.

Nowyrith Editing!

•Install blinds, or solar screen shades to cool the office.
•Install reflective window film or awnings on all south-facing windows.
•Close shades or blinds during early morning and late evening to reduce solar insulation heat gain.
•Consider installing an air conditioning economizer to bring in outside air when
cool outside.
•For optimal energy savings, set thermostats at 78 degrees Ffor cooling in the summer
and 68 degrees Ffor heating in the winter.
•Install ceiling and wall insulation.
•Insulate water heaters and supply pipes.

Log on r\i
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Engineering Legends to Speak
1hope you'll join me at The NAB
Radio Show in New Orleans next month
for asplendid panel discussion.
Owners, managers and engineers will
enjoy spending an hour with some of
the finest minds in our business. Several
recent winners of the NAB Radio
Engineering Award will talk with us
about digital radio, broadband, radio
technology, their personal innovations
and the state of the industry in aroundtable that Iwill moderate.
These are among the most successful,
opinionated, pioneering engineers in
radio today. Already confirmed to speak
are Mike Dorrough of Dorrough
Electronics, Amo Meyer of Belar
Electronics Laboratory, Charlie Morgan
of Susquehanna Radio Corp. and Bob
Orban of Orban/CRL. One or two other
ard winners are expected to join us.
My hope is that you are already planning to attend the convention Sept. 5-8
or that this will help entice you to
come. The panel is set for Thursday,
Sept. 6, from 9:30 to 10:30 a.m.
* * *
Speaking of NAB: If you have agood
idea that you've been talking about with
your radio colleagues, here's away to
put your concept "out there."
Anyone interested in submitting proposals for next spring's big NAB show
is invited to visit the Call for Proposals
Web Site at www.nab.orescitech/convseminadnabconference/2002/cfp2002.
asp.
The convention will be held in Las
Vegas April 6-11. Proposals are due by
Oct. 22, 2001, and early submission is
recommended. Ideas for the Broadcast
Engineering Conference are welcome.
If you have any questions or would
like more information, contact NAB
Science & Technology Vice President
John Marino via e-mail to
pnarinoenab.org.
* * *
As arecovering EMP (E-Mail Pig), I

tried to get away from the e- trough during my vacation this summer. Iset up
an "auto reply" function on my incoming e-mail box. Being asmart Pig, I
also unsubscribed to all the listservs and
chat groups to which Ibelong, so my
colleagues around the country would
not be bombarded by my auto reply
saying Ihad run off to Hawaii.

From the Editor

* * *
The BBC decision this summer to
cease shortwave transmissions to certain areas including North America
reflects abroader debate among international broadcasters about the most
appropriate way to reach audiences in
the 21st century.

Paul J. McLane

The Radio Show panel will include engineering legends
Mike Dorrough, Arno Meyer, Charlie Morgan and Bob Orban.
Unfortunately Imissed one, the
excellent "Water Cooled" newsletter of
SBE Chapter 124 in northwestern
Oregon. The members suffered as a
result.
When my mailbox received the latest
newsletter, it sent an auto reply to
everyone on the server. Which of course
includes me. Having received my own
auto reply, my computer dutifully sent
another auto reply to everyone on the
server. Which of course includes me.
You get the idea. Eighty or 90 messages later, most members of that group
were ready to fly out to Oahu to throttle
me in person.
Lesson learned: track your listsery
subscriptions. Or don't use auto reply.
PS — One engineering friend chuckled at my story.
"You're certainly not the first one to
do that. When Isee awhole stack of
same-size messages from the same
source in my mailbox, it is asimple and
quick thing to nuke them all. Anyway, it
probably only cheesed off the guys that
check e-mail on their Web-enabled PCS
phones."

Critics are vociferous. A group named
the Coalition to Save the BBC World
Service called on the BBC to halt its
move, saying 1.2 million listeners on

this continent and hundreds of thousands in the Pacific want continued
shortwave service. Other international
broadcasters clearly are ready to step in
to fill any shortwave void. And with the
promise of digital broadcasting not fully
explored, is the BBC move really wise?
Ifeel shortwave will have an important role for many years, but the BBC
decision is an acknowledgement of
hard-nosed economic reality.
This decision isn't the culmination of
the controversy; it's just the start. Look
for other organizations to follow suit.
What do you think? •

R

eliable power has never been more important to radio stations. This week's
prize in our Silver Sweepstakes is timely: It's aStabiline Model SW1000
Uninterruptible Power Supply from Superior Electric.
This unit is suitable for mission-critical
studio electronics. It is a 120 V, 60 Hz single-phase UPS rated for 1,000VA/670
watts. Interactive technology
provides voltage regulation,
transient voltage suppression and battery backup in
the event of power failure.
It has features such as hotswappable batteries, cold start
and selectable extended input ranges. Retail
value: $665.
The winner of the SW1000 is Jeff
Diamond, aproducer and DJ for KDVS(FM)
at the University of California in Davis.
Icontinue to be impressed by the quality of the prizes given away by our advertisers during our year-long celebration of
IMAS Publishing's 25th anniversary. Did you sign up? Go to www.rwonline.com.
There are plenty of super prizes still in the prize closet.

Which Transmitter Control System is Right for You?
ARC- 16

•Front Panel Display
•Site-to-Site Control
• 16 - 64 Channels
•Studio Control with Flexible
Communications

Burk is proud to add the
GSC-3000 & VRC-2500 to our
product line, giving your more

GSC-3000
•85 Sites
•8 - 256 Channels / Site
•Built-in Macros

IWO»,

•

VRC-2500
•Single Site Solution
• 16 Channels
•Built-in Macros

choices with our continued high
level of support.

B

TECHNOLOGY

Phone: 1-800-255-8090
Email: sales@burk.corn
www.burk.com
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I> Continued from page 3

Keep them running, or be forced to buy a
new one in apinch."
Petersen said sometimes a $20,000
generator in the engineering budget "can
look excessive" to station management.
Several engineering sources estimated
the cost of a 60-kW diesel generator at
$15,000 and up. Propane generators typically are abit less expensive. Add to that
another $3,000 for the cost of transferring from one power source to another,
they said.
Jim Balcom, CE for Sacramento's
KYMX(FM) and ICZZO(FM), said his
station prep included making sure uninterruptible power supplies on critical
computers were up and functioning.
"In particular for on-air studios and
traffic departments. Since the whole
building is not on the diesel generator, a
lot of the office stuff will go dead,"
Balcom said. "In addition, the microwave
room and rack room are online if the
power quits."
Neither station has had power interrupted, but they are prepared, Balcom
said. "We have 300-gallon diesel tanks
and generators at the studios and two
transmitter sites, so we could run almost
four days without refueling if need be."
Balcom said that, depending on the
utility company, some stations are better
off than others. "Fortunately, we are not a
part of a large utility like PG&E or
Edison. They are the ones with the most
problems," he said.
Sacramento Municipal Utility District
supplies power to Infinity Broadcasting's
Sacramento group.
The Sutro Tower near San Francisco
and Mount Wilson near Los Angeles are
the two largest multiple-antenna locations in the state. Neither of the sites has
suffered power interruptions, said Mark
Powers, spokesman for the California
Broadcasters Association.
San Francisco AM stations KGO,
KSFO and ICMKY use the Sutro site as a
relay point for their two-way radio systems, said Art Lebermann, chief transmitter engineer for the ABC Radio trio.
Power disruptions

Lebermann said the three stations'
transmitter sites around the Bay Area
have seen several disruptions in power
since April.
"We have focused great attention on
our remote transmitter sites, which run
the same risk as on-air studios of being
targeted for arolling blackout," he said.
Along with worrying about power
shutdowns, engineers have noticed minor
fluctuations in service, Lebermann said.
"All modern designs are well-protected with overload monitor circuits. We run
all other critical equipment, like remote
control and STL receivers with small
UPS units just in case," he said.
Lebermann, who also is chairman for
the Bay Area's SBE chapter 40, said
California's experience with natural disasters, including earthquakes, has meant
broadcasters were better-prepared for this
summer's scheduled power outages.
"Broadcasters, particularly in the Bay
Area, have learned valuable lessons from
earthquakes, ' Be prepared no matter the
cost, — he said. "That means monthly
testing of generators and UPS on all critical computers as anecessity to maintaining business as usual."

Radio World

Chief engineers interviewed for this
story all agreed on one thing — power
conservation is critical. Most said the
current power crisis in California will not
immediately cause long-term planning

5

duce more than they can use, they can in
theory sell it back to the energy companies," he said. The idea was discussed at
the California Broadcasters Association
annual convention in June.

C
BA
CALIFORNIA
BROADCASTERS
ASSOCIATION

is the rule of thumb," Allen said.
Washington state broadcasters are running public service announcements and
offering tips on how to conserve as well,
Allen said.
Several broadcast engineers in electricity-starved California said the energy
crisis may have one added benefit —
managers are now aware exactly what
condition auxiliary power generating systems are in.
"Let's face it. A diesel generator can
costs thousands of dollars, yet you hope
you never have to use it. But now at least
we have been put under some pressure to
be better-prepared," one engineer said.
Facility investment

CBAs Stan Statham
for additional facilities. They point out
that broadcasters, unlike those in the
manufacturing sector, cannot simply
move to another state with acheaper and
more dependable power supply.
"We have tried to tell people to turn
off computers and monitors when they
are not needed. We have cut back on the
lighting abit. We try to power down as
many things as we can when we can,"
Lebermann said.
Power spikes
Sandy Gamblin, Clear Channel
Communications/Bakersfield GM, said
his company's electric bill is nearly 50
percent higher than ayear ago.
"It's abig number. You can't do without it though. Long-term, it's a major
concern," Gamblin said.
"We have seen our bills climb an average of 30 percent," said Mary Lou Gunn,
Clear Channel Communications/Fresno
market manager. "It's hard to conserve
when it's 110 in Fresno. You try to keep
your people and equipment cool," she
said.
Gunn said her typical monthly energy
bill for the group's seven stations has
increased by "thousands of dollars a
month. And we expect rates to go higher
still."
Mike Glickenhaus, Clear Channel
Communications/San Diego market manager. said his group's move earlier this
summer into a new, "energy- friendly"
facility should help to reduce the cost of
running seven radio stations.
"Before the move-in, I'd say we were
averaging electricity bills 20 to 40 percent higher than last year at the old locations," Glickenhaus said.
"There are a few things we can do
with the new building that should lower
the bill abit."
The California Broadcasters Association
is asking its members, 105 TV stations and
653 radio stations, to send in copies of
their electric bills from June 2000 and June
2001 to allow the association achance to
examine the differences.
"We already have engineers predicting
huge increases. It is really frightening. We
are taking it very seriously," Statham said.
Statham said several stations have
showed interest in selling back excess
electricity to the utilities during rolling
blackouts if they persist.
"If we have broadcasters generating
electricity during ablackout and they pro-

California is not alone with its concerns over the nation's power grid.
"We are looking at ways for broadcasters to cut energy consumption and costs,"
said Mark Allen, president and CEO for
the Washington State Association of
Broadcasters, which represents nearly 60
radio broadcasters with more than 200
stations in the state.
"The Pacific Northwest has always
been conscious of the environment. To the
extent they can, broadcasters are willing
to make efforts to conserve. Conservation

Lebermann pointed to the benefits of
new and more efficient transmitters, in
particular replacing old tube-type transmitters with solid-state. They are vastly
more energy efficient, he said.
"In asense, rather than the power crisis causing people to defer investment,
which may be true in some other industries, this in fact may encourage broadcasters to invest in new, more efficient
equipment
for their facilities,"
Lebermann said.
As of late June, California had experienced six days of rotating power outages
since the beginning of the year, according
to California's Public Utilities Commission.
Most lasted approximately one hour and
affected different parts of the state. The
California
Independent
System
Operator resorts to rolling blackouts
only after the state's electricity reserves
fall below 1.5 percent.
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Olympics

for the right to cover the games.
"RF doesn't care what's in and out of
the fence," said Libin. "There's lots of
RF in the fence."

Continued from page I

Those inside the fences include the host
broadcaster, some 70,000 rights-holding
broadcasters, teams, accredited press, sponsors and SLOC staff. "People inside the
fence pay alot to cover the games," said
Lou Libin, RF coordination consultant.
Those outside the fences but still using
frequencies include local broadcasters,
two-way radio, telecommunications, public safety, ham radio and the military.
These categories of users have not paid

'Horrendous task'
Frequencies within the fence may be
used for video, such as RF cameras and
microwave links; audio, such as wireless
mics and interruptible foldback; two-way,
for team and crew communications; and
data, for telemetry and control.
Before the games begin in February,
SLOC must find and assign spectrum and
certify equipment for all of these users. As
of late June, the group was processing

1,400 frequency applications filed through
Coordinators are concerned about the
its Web site, www.slocfrequency.com. The
estimated 7,000 two-way radios coming to
number of assigned frequencies could be
the venues. At ameeting in Washington to
around 5,000 by February, with some frediscuss Olympics RF coordination, Libin
quencies shared within avenue and others
said many of the teams arriving from other
shared across venues.
countries may bring two- ways proCalling frequency coordination for
grammed for what may be public safety
events such as the Olympics a
"horrendous task," FCC
Senior Advisor for the
Enforcement Bureau Arlan
van Doom n said, " When
you've got a major event
going on, you don't want
someone turning on a transmitter you don't know about."
Van Doom called for broadcaster cooperation with the
FCC. Volunteers from the
commission, called in from
several field offices, will patrol
venues for uncertified equipment and try to resolve frequency disputes.
Federal marshals will be
Frequency coordination consultant Lou Libin
available to back up the
points out features of a topographic
FCC and the coordinating
map of Salt Lake City.
committee. Hieb said that, if
necessary, marshals can obtain an arrest
channels in Salt Lake City.
warrant within 30 minutes.
For radios that cannot be reproEquipment certification begins Jan. 25,
grammed quickly, users will be asked to
2002, at the frequency coordination comrent two-way radios on site.
mand center. SLOC will verify fee paySeveral challenges face RF coordinament and frequency, check radio emistors at these games. Each of the 10 venues
sions and affix acertification label.
has adifferent RF environment because
"A list is just a list," said Libin. "We
of mountain ranges around Salt Lake City
need to check radios to make sure people
and the number of translators on each
are on the right frequencies."
mountain peak.

•

Source: SLOG'. reprinted with permission
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Continued from page 2

Mountain terrain presents another planning headache to frequency coordinators.

Dependable AM Measurements
Model 520 - $1750
THIS AM MOD-MONITOR FEATURES
A TUNABLE PRESELECTOR AND
AN EASY- TO-READ DISPLAY.
Take accurate modulation readings right off the
air with this compact, full-featured Mono-AM
monitor. Fixed and adjustable peak flashers
complement the peak- holding bargraph readout
for clear, interpretation-free results.
Audio- loss, carrier- loss and modulation
limit alarms may be remotely located, and
an RS- 232 port allows full computer/modem
control. An efficient outdoor active antenna
is optionally available for difficult reception
situations.
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Center that the station's carrier frequency measurement exceeded the frequency tolerance allowed by FCC
rules.
KASA Radio Hogar, an AM station in
Phoenix, is KDAP's licensee. It did not
dispute the violations, but asked that fine
be reduced or rescinded for lack of funds,
according to the commission.
The FCC requires documentation to
support such a claim and stated that
KASA submitted financial information
about KDAP only, and did not submit
sufficient documentation to evaluate the
financial condition of KASA Radio.
Since it couldn't assess KASA's ability to pay the fine, the FCC denied the
request to reduce or rescind the penalty.
KASA had 30 days to pay the penalty.

Peter Doyle
New FCC
Audio Chief
WASHINGTON Peter Doyle has
been named chief of the FCC's Mass
Media Bureau's Audio Services
Division. Doyle succeeds Linda Blair,
who left the position to become associate chief of the Enforcement Bureau
(RW, July 4).
Doyle joined the agency in 1995 and
has served as division deputy chief
since 1998. He contributed to several
rulemaking proceedings to streamline
broadcast application processing and
licensing procedures, initiate electronic
filing and increase flexibility in the
radio technical rules.

He has been involved extensively in
the commission's terrestrial digital
audio broadcasting and low-power FM
initiatives. Prior to joining the FCC,
Doyle was an associate at Arter &
Hadden from 1991 to 1995 and at Dow,
Lohnes & Albertson from 1985 to
1991, specializing in broadcast, wireless cable and cable matters.

Duncan's Refutes
Consolidation
Claims
Duncan's American Radio has refuted a report used by U.S. Senate
Commerce Committee Chairman
Ernest Hollings, D-S.C., and Byron
Dorgan, D-N.D., to decry the effects of
consolidation on radio and TV station
ownership.
Duncan's research shows that the
top- four billing companies — Clear
Channel, Infinity, Cox Radio and ABC
Radio — had combined 2000 ad revenues of $7.2 billion, which is about 42
percent of the industry's $ 17.12 billion
total.
Hollings and Dorgan had used
unsourced news reports citing that four
companies now control 90 percent of
radio ad revenue in an editorial published in the Washington Post June 20.
An aide stated later the figure was from
the Wall Street Journal.
Sens. Hollings and Dorgan stated,
"Those hoping to acquire more media
outlets claim that the transformed and
newly competitive media landscape
See NEWSWATCH, page 7
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demands aderegulatory response. In our
view, the proponents of deregulation and
consolidation have yet to prove their
claims. Deregulation without reasoned
justification is nothing more than deregulation for its own sake. We have already
been down that road and we have seen the
troubling results in the radio marketplace.
"We must not make asimilar mistake
by further consolidating ownership of our
local television stations. ... Despite the
proliferation of the Internet and the
increased deployment of digital cable and
satellite television systems (with hundreds of programming options), most
people still get their information from
local newspapers, radio and television
stations."

XM's Patsiokas
Promoted
WASHINGTON XM's Stelios "Ste11"
Patsiokas, senior vice president for
Technology, has been promoted to oversee all of XM's technology and engineering efforts.
-Steil has done an amazing job completing the XM chipset and XM radio
development working with all of our
technology partners, and has been focusing his attention on preparing for commercial launch this summer," said XM
President and Chief Executive Officer
Hugh Panero.

Dr. Patsiokas earned recognition during his 19-year tenure at Motorola for his
technical expertise developing wireless
communication technology products,
including the first synthesized scanning
receiver, the first digital handset and the
first two-way pager with an operating
system. He is described as an expert in
radio frequency propagation and digital
modulation.
Patsiokas assumes his additional
duties from satellite executive Jack
Wormington, who recently moved to
Boeing Satellite Systems now that the
orbiting platforms have been launched.
At Boeing, Wormington will continue to
monitor XM's satellite program.

NAB Radio
Board Full
WASHINGTON Four broadcasters
have been appointed to fill vacancies on
the NAB Radio Board of Directors.
The new appointees are:
Jerry
Hanszen,
owner/GM
of
KGAS(AM-FM), Carthage, Texas for
District 19 ( Oklahoma and northern
Texas); Val Maki-Candido, VP/GM,
KPWR(FM)/KLAC(AM)/KZLA(FM) in
Los Angeles for District 24 ( southern
California, Guam, Hawaii); Stephen Levet,
GSM, WCKW(AM-FM), Metairie, La.,
for District 8 (Louisiana and Mississippi).
Alfred Liggins, president/CEO of
Radio One Inc., has been named to fill
one of the designated board seats representing major markets.

e

Powell: Time to
Redraft EEO
WASHINGTON FCC Chairman
Michael Powell says he's disappointed
that aD.C. federal appeals court in June
denied the FCC's request for are-hearing
on its EEO rules, which were struck
down in January as unconstitutional.
Of the rule's two compliance options,
the FCC asked to court to preserve the one
that would have required stations to provide job notices to any group that requested them. Most stations would have been
required to choose four of 13 recruitment
initiatives.
In January, the court had no problem
with this option, but because a second
option was deemed unconstitutional, the
entire EEO rule was struck down.
Stations could have designed their own
recruitment programs under the second
option, which the court said was ade facto, unconstitutional quota system.
Powell intends to recommend to his
new fellow commissioners that the
agency re-craft the broadcast and cable
EEO rules "in a manner that complies
with the judicial limitations of the
Constitution, and that are not unduly burdensome on the industry."
Speaking
before
the
Federal
Communications Bar Association, Powell
also said he intends to explore ways to
improve minority broadcast ownership.
He supports Sen. John McCain's revised
tax credit bill, a revised version of the
previous minority tax certificate program,
killed by Congress in 1995 for alleged
abuses.

Hoelzel Dies
At 56
MEDFORD, N.J. Bill Hoelzel, former
vice president of QE! Corp. died of heart
failure in June. He reportedly had completed abicycle marathon before he died.
The 56- year-old was one of the cofounders of QEI, along with President
Charlie Haubrick and John Pilman. Most
recently he worked for Verizon.
Hoelzel worked at QE! for 21 years
and he's credited as one of the forces driving QEI toward solid-state transmitter
development.
He left the company in 1993 to start
his own business in Mt. Laurel, N.J.,
called Eastern Sports Specialists.

Your remote equipment toolbox may
already include ISDN and POIS
codecs plus aslew of other stuff.
Now they are talking about high
speed
and
coming
GSM soon...3G.
digital wireless

in mind. The core of
the Matrix's flexibility
revolves around full
access to its powerful
coding engine through
easily inserted
modules and upgradeable flash
memory. Whatever may be coming
down the communications pipeline,
the Matrix is ready.

5kHz real-time, full duplex audio on
GSM wireless phones
Lp to 10 kHz real-time, full duplex audio
on HSCSD GSM
15 kHz real-time,
full duplex audio on
portable Inmarsat
terminals ( with optional
ISDN module)
15 kHz nonreal-time,
"Store and- Forward"
feature may be used on
many mobile circuits

Layer III for 15 kHz at 64 kb/s
0.722 for wide compatibility
with other codecs
Turbo- G.722 for 15 kHz
with only 6 mS of delay
Layer III transmit
with 0.722 return
to reduce delay
• 1200 baud ancillary
data available
• Fully international terminal
adapter works worldwide

Comrex Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720
Tel '`i) 263-1800 Fax: ( 978) 635-0401 Toll Free: ( 8001 237-1776 in North America
Email: infoocomrex.com

•Will work at data rates
as low as 9600 baud
• "Store and Forward" allows
15 kHz, nonreal-time aud
transmission at any data rate
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Creating aNew Type of Broadcaster
Eric Shoars
This is one of a series of occasional
articles about programs that teach radio
broadcasting.
As the radio industry continues to
evolve, so must college programs to prepare the next generation of broadcasters.
The Radio Broadcasting program at
Riverland Community College is not
only training the next generation of
broadcaster but creating a new type of
broadcaster.
Here's a look at how our school prepares students for the world of radio.
New entity
Riverland Community College is
located in Austin, Minn. — population
22,000 and the birthplace of SPAM luncheon meat — about 100 miles south of
Minneapolis.
The college has been in existence
since 1995, the result of amerger of three
schools by the Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities System.
They were Minnesota Riverland
Technical College- Austin; Austin
Community College; and South Central

Student Tina Knudson works at KERC's Radio Systems console.
Technical College-Albert Lea.
The Radio program itself has been in
existence since 1972 and has yearly
enrollment of 20 students. This allows
students an intimate learning experience,
with alow student/instructor ratio.
Radio Broadcasting majors have

choices as to the careers for which they
will be trained. The radio program has
two one-year diploma tracks, and a
degree track requiring two years of study.
This approach allows students to tailor
their education.
The first diploma track is a 35-credit

Riverland Course Offerings
Radio Generalist
Radio Lab
Radio Operations I
Intro to Maestro
Intro to Audio
Radio Production
News Writing
Internship
Written Technical Communications
Introduction to Computers
Speech for Performance
Principles of Marketing
Additional elective credits: 9

Radio Broadcasting A.A.S
Radio Operations II
Broadcast Apprenticeship
The Program Director
Broadcast Law
Radio Station Management
Freshman English
General Education Credits: 18
Technical Electives: 19

Radio Broadcasting Support Specialist
Similar to above, plus:
Windows 2000: Professional
Windows 2000: Server
Windows 2000: Administering
Directory Services
Windows 2000: Network
Infrastructure

Texts used include " The Radio
Station" by Michael Keith; "Audio in
Media" by Stanley Alten; "Management
of Electronic Media" by Alan Albarran;
"Communications Law" by John
Zlezny; "Future Sell" by Godfrey and
Ashley
Page
Herweg; " Radio
Programming: Tactics and Strategy" by
Eric Norberg; "Writing and Reporting
News: A Coaching Method" by Carole
Rich; and " Copywriting for the
Electronic Media" by Milan Meeske.

Two studio simulators have Maestro
digital audio management systems from
Computer Concepts Corp.; two others
use cart decks. Simulators are equipped
with mixers by ATI, Mackie and
Autogram; Sony MD JE630 MD player/recorders, TEAC CD players; Tascam
reel machines; and ITC cart decks.
The production studio is equipped
with an Arralcis 2000 SC control board,
Otan reel to reel, Optimus CD players,
Sony MD deck, Technics cassette deck,
Maestro system and aWindows computer loaded with Cool Edit Pro, Log
Merge and Music Pro 6 music scheduling software.
The KERC on-air studio is equipped
with aRadio Systems Millenium control
board, Maestro digital audio management system, Optimus compact disc
players, aDTN color weather radar, and
an Otanireel to reel.

Clark Howard is the consumer champion who has powered up awhole new category and audience for
talk radio. And he's an example of now. with Cox Radio. Jones Radio Networks delivers radio power.
Call Amy Bolton, JRN News & Talk. 800.611.5663.
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program called " Radio Generalist."
Students take core radio courses as well
as electives relevant to their career interest. This will prepare students to work as
air personalities, copywriters, commercial producers and newscasters.
The second diploma track is a39-credit program called "Radio Broadcasting
Support Specialist." Icreated this track in
partnership with Randy Randel, general
manager of supplier Computer Concepts
Corp., in 1999. It is the only program of
its type in the country.
Students take core courses in radio and
Microsoft networking. Graduates have
the same skills as those in the Generalist
track, with added qualifications to work
as aradio station computer networking
person.
Talent pool
The RBSS track also provides
Computer Concepts with a talent pool
from which to hire employees. The company needs people with abackground in
radio and computer networking to work
as customer support representatives. Thus
the program benefits our students, the
college and this employer.
Maestro is adigital audio management
workstation, the flagship product of
Computer Concepts. The company has
provided Riverland with four Maestro
units for use in our simulated and on-air
studios. Our partnership with Computer
Concepts has allowed the radio program
to offer its students state-of-the-art broadcasting facilities.
The degree option is a 72- credit
A.A.S. degree in Radio Broadcasting.
Students from either of the diploma
tracks can put their credits toward the
A.A.S. degree. Students in this track take
courses in radio and also complete the
liberal arts courses necessary for their
degree.
Graduates from the degree track will
have skills gained from their diploma
program combined with advanced radio
principles included in such courses as
The Program Director, Broadcast Law
and Radio Station Management.
Riverland radio courses are part-theory
and part-hands on, favoring the latter. I
determine course content. Offerings are
added to the radio curriculum with input
from the program's advisory committee
and approval of the curriculum review
committee.
Radio broadcasting students receive
practical experience in on-air broadcasting and radio station operations through
See RIVERLAND, page 12

MILLION DOLLAR
SOUND FOR
UNDER

$ 4,000*

Introducing Omnia-3, the all -digital audio processor
tha: offers all the clarity, punch and raw power of the
original Omnia. At an amazingly affordable price.
Omnia-3 includes standard features not found
48kHz sampling, three- band
proces.sing. digital audio inputs and outputs.
integrated composite clipper, and a removable PC
card that simplifies software changes.
Impressive features aside. it's the sound that \ill
blow ,•_ ou away. No other audio processor sounds
as gooic: as Omnia. That's whv leading broadcasters
the world over choose Omnia to boost ratings and
crush the competition.
For this much power — on the dial and in the
marketplace— you'd expect to pay twice the price.
But now, you ion't have to.
With Cmnia. ,'ou lead. And others follow.

www.omnlaaudlo.com

North America: + 1.216.241.7225
Europe: + 49.81.61.42.467

Dium a is used in 4of 5 leading stations in New York. 2of the 3 top stations in _ os Angeles and 5 of t,01 the most listened to stations in the US
all

oe

its on the leading stations in Paris.

the BBC's FM statiors im the UK, and the number one stations in Canada. Ireland, C.ermany. Finland. Australia, India. China.. Denmark. and Sweden.

S3.80 'US) MSRP for Oinnia-31m model. Prices may he slightly higher outside the U.S. due to duties, freight and other costs.
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Bring Back Sanity to Streaming
Thomas R. Ray Ill
The author is corporate director of engineering for Buckley Broadcasting/WOR
Radio in New York.
Radio World Editor Paul McLane
wrote in the May 9 issue about stations
pulling their Internet streams. He wrote,
"The hasty action by radio groups that
yanked their streamed programming
recently strikes me as short-sighted."
This makes it sound like the stations
in question, and WOR is one of them,
did not give this decision much thought
and simply pulled the plug. This is not

the case.
Most of the commercials in question
were agency spots. Obviously, the agency
made the deal to get the spot(s) recorded,
paid the appropriate fees, and delivered
the spot(s) on behalf of their clients. The
agency was then told that they owed
additional expenses if the spot(s) were
streamed. Stations started receiving letters from agencies threatening to cancel
advertising contracts if the spots were
streamed.
With the threat of loss of revenue,
WOR and the Buckley stations pulled
their streams.
AFTRA wants payment for additional

exposure for their talent (as explained on
www.aftra.com), and rightfully so.
However, according to their example
of a New York City station, the talent
would be paid $ 1,317.40 for aspot that
would air for a year in the New York
market, with apotential listenership of 14
million persons. If a station streams its
audio, the talent would be paid an additional $660 because the potential listenership and exposure for the talent is worldwide.
AFTRA goes on to state that this is a
"discount" from what the fee should be
due to the worldwide nature of potential
listenership. What they don't take into

Digital doesn't have to mean difficult. With Logitek, your studio wiring and configurations
are beautifully simple - and completely flexible. Combine analog and digital sources easily
and control them from anywhere. Centrally locate all of your audio sources, share them
throughout your facility, network your audio with high speed optical connections
and easily manage your audio distribution, routing and mixing.
Find out how at 800.231.5',- or www.logitekaudio.com

consideration, however, is that most
Internet streams have alimit.
WOR, although on alarge server, was
limited to 1,500 streams at any time. Our
on-air signal has upwards of 500,000 persons listening at any given time. How can
$660 be justifiable for a grand total of
1,500 persons listening?
While most stations, WOR included,
had listeners to their streams on aworldwide basis, Idoubt that these streams
generated any additional revenue for the
stations in question. If anything, they
may have resulted in TSL going up
slightly, as persons who could not listen
to a station, particularly an AM, in an
office building now had the opportunity
to listen longer.
This has the potential to affect advertising rates, but Arbitron does not ask
how you listen, only when you listen, and
it would be hard to correlate additional
TSL to Internet listening. The additional
revenue, if any, generated for the station
makes it hard to justify the "discounted"
rate.
Ad insertion questions
AFTRA's site goes on to state that the
technology exists to excise commercials
from the station's Webcasts. This is true.
However, in the case of WOR, this would
not be possible.

WOR was limited
to 1,500 streams at
any time. ... How can
$660 be justifiable
for a grand total of
1,500 persons
listening?

Logitek

When WOR is an affiliate of our own
network, The WOR Radio Network,
replacing aspot cluster would be simple.
All of the breaks are formatted with specific lengths. The network closure comes
down, the filler material would fire, all
would be right with the world.
But WOR is live and local for aconsiderable portion of the broadcast day.
The talent and producers have the authority to move spots around in an hour and,
depending on program content, break
length can vary considerably.
An announcer may not want to read a
live spot after conducting a long interview, and what was abreak with 1:00 of
live content and 2:00 of recorded content
becomes 3:00 of recorded content.
The technology presented to me
required a download of our commercial
log. From the above scenario, it becomes
clear that this would not work and we
would have to start programming the
radio station for the Internet and become
rigid. This is not acceptable.
Spot replacement under these conditions would require another operator and
essentially the operation of aseparate station strictly for the Internet, something
that is not in the budget — and won't be
for aservice that generates zero revenue.
Additionally, what do you fill with?
Station promos? "Smokey Bear" PSAs?
Wait, Smokey is probably AFTRA and
we can't do that.
See STREAMING, page 12

On The Air

A Monthly Newsletter from Broadcast Software International

News

"I want to pay compliments to
your tech support.
They
responded promptly and
helped me get through the
problem."'

If you're going to the NAB Radio Show in
September, put afew hours aside Wednesday
evening ( Sept. 5) for BSI On The Bayou. Broadcast
Software International is hosting atwo-and-a- halfhour riverboat cruise, aboard the elegant Riverboat
Cajun Queen. The cruise will officially launch BSI's
newest automation software currently codenamed
"Simian' and demonstrate several other new BSI
products.
BSI's Simian is the first of a new generation of
digital automation solutions. Many features are still confidential; though we can tell you
that Simian incorporates advanced capabilities for self-diagnosis and repair, interstation
communications and streaming spot substitution. Simian is touchscreen enabled and will
support tagging and simultaneous multiple playback of all professional audio file types.
We'll also be showing our new audio capture software, Skimmer, which is great for
sampling jocks or any other kind cf air check. Skimmer can record
up tc an entire year of audio, with any minute of any day instantly
accessible.

You' ineed to have an invitation to join us on the " big muddy" for
BSI on the Bayou, so call ahead to 888-BSI-USA1 ( 274-8721).
VVe'll have refreshments and some great music from southern
artists. We'd really like you to join us.

Ilffordoble Digitol flutomotionAir ond Production juif $ 1499

Month

Issue 6

You're Invited to BSI on the I3ayou

If you need more than a riverboat cruise and new product demos to
peal< your interest, we'll also have prize drawings twice an hour for
supe -cool prizes from BSI and our partner companies, Syntrillium
and tkudioScience. ( Remember to bring a business card to enter
:he drawing.)

Quote of the

Tip

Keith Shipman, President
Horizon Broadcasting GroupBena, OR

Calendar
Aug 23-25. VVaveStaition
Weekend Training Session
Sept 5, Demonstration of a
new automation product at the
NAB. Call for an imitation.
Birthdays:
Aug 25 1949, Gene Simmons
Aug 28 198 LeAnn Rimes

On- Board CODECS

A professional audio card with an on- board coded
allows the sound card to decode compressed audio
files ( such as MP3) directly on the card with a builtin logic chip. This is a great resource saver for the
computer, as it would otherwise have to open a
software codec, pass the audio files through that
program and then return the uncompressed audio
data to the audio card for output.

User File I

KWIDE3 - Rick Bell

Rick Bell in Oak Harbor, Washington has been running WaveStation
since they switched on the transmitter in March of 2000. "The best
thing Ican say about WaveStation is that we're still learning things
about it. Every time we turn around, it seems like we've discovered
something new." Rick says, "We've only scratched the surface of what
WaveStation is capable of doing."

Ful! automation, live assist or satellite
Quadruple overlap
Voicetracking
Multiple station control
Support for any audio format
Easy interfacing with any scheduling or
multi-track editing program
Wildows 2000, 95, 98, ME, NT or XP

Relioble. powerful. offordoble.
Downlood Uhrretiotion ot

Despite the number of features, just
about everyone at the station knows
the basics of WaveStation. "A friend
of mine has another automation
system, and it just seems like the
learning curve for WaveStation is
much shorter."
BSI has also been really responsive.
"What really like about the software
and the support that you folks have is that you take input from all the
users out there and you actually pursue fixing things." In an emergency,
he knows he has someone he can count on. " Ican't say enough about
your tech support. Those guys are just it. They've gone way out of
their way to help me. When they answer the phone, there's a sigh of
relief on my end."
Ser d us your story.

888-BSIUSA1 WWW.BSIUSA.COM
Broadcast Software International
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Riverland

that this is not acollege radio program so
much as it is aradio station that happens
to be located inside acollege.
Students are treated as if they are

station. That kind of experience will have
a tremendous impact on their careers.
Tasks include on-air shows, music scheduling, playlist reporting, off-air produc-

Continued from page 8

the program's Internet radio station,
KERC, which debuted in late 1999,
launched by me and now-Riverland graduate Jake Ressler. KERC is astudent-run,
student-driven radio station.
The studio simulators underwent an
upgrade during the summer of 1999.
Ressler designed new countertops,
rewired equipment in all four simulators
following their remodeling and rewired
the production and on-air studios. He was
the program's engineer and made key
recommendations as to equipment purchases.
Ibelieve that theory is nice but experience is the best teacher. My philosophy is

The Radio Broadcasting

program

at Riverland is not only training the next
generation of broadcaster but creating a
new type of broadcaster.
employees of the station. They receive
practical, "real-world" experience while
still in college. They are not only responsible for completing assigned tasks but
have direct input about the goals of the

tion, promotion, Web site development
and digital waveform editing.
Students chose KERC's format,
designed its logo, determined on-air content and assisted in the production, mar-

The Simplest Internet
Spot Substitution:

Scott Sub
$1000 Software

keting and promotion aspects.
As a result of this approach, students
believe in the program.
"Attending Riverland and choosing a
program such as radio broadcasting was
the wisest choice Imade to get my life
going in the direction Iwant. The opportunities are endless," said second-year
radio student Tina Knudson.
Student involvement
An important distinction between this
radio program and others is the level of
student involvement in the overall operation of the program.
"Riverland has a radio program that
you would think would be the standards
that a four-year program has. Ichose
Riverland because Iwanted to be able
to ' touch' radio equipment the first day
of class. Idid not want to have to read
the instruction manual of the CD player. The equipment is awesome," said
second- year radio student Dean
Lickteig.
"I have learned so much ' hands-on'
experience with studio equipment,
writing and recording commercials.
(It) also gave me the opportunity to
work on- air for a radio station in
Rochester ( Minnesota)
at
KROC(FM)," Knudson said.
Ifind the talent and energy these students bring to our program exciting. The
next generation of broadcasters — the
new type of broadcasters — is at
Riverland Community College.
Fall classes begin Aug. 27, 2001.

e

Streaming
Continued from page 10

Mark Spots " No Net" in Production
and They Won't Pla on the Internet!

Leave an empty hole in the audio
when you go to commercial? How
many times will a listener to your
stream put up with hearing the same
promo over and over?

Many radio sta'ons have been in adilemma
about their Internet streams since AFTRA
started charging fees for commercials on the
web. Stations want an easy way to substitute
other material for AFTRA commercials.
Simply Mark aSpot "No Internet"
Scott Studios has the best
answer for stations using
Scott digital systems:
Simply mark "Do Not Play
on Internet" on any
commercial in your
production studio. This
checkbox on the spot label
ensures that this spot will
not be fed to the web. Any
Scott SS32 or AXS3 (and most older Scott Studios systems
with alow cost software upgrade) can connect the Scott
system to our Scott Sub.
Timing is Perfect
When any recording plays that is tagged "No Internet", the
Scott Sub system's switcher cuts the net feed away from the
on-air feed and substitutes approved material of the exact
same length, then rejoins the air signal.

Impossible situation
With the threat ot loss of revenue
and having to replace commercial
content, and now not being able to
stream your Major League Baseball
games because the broadcast is owned
by Major League Baseball, many stations are left with an impossible situation in regards to their Internet
streams.
While you don't want to lose the
additional listeners you may gain
from your stream, it makes no sense
to put up astream that would require
an additional staff to maintain.
If the stream were a moneymaker,
that would be another story. But the
idea of streaming for most stations
was that it would be aconvenience for
their listeners, whether they were out
of town or in apoor reception area.
It's time we brought a little sanity
to the business. The deep pockets of
the past are gone. Ithink we all need
to step back, take adeep breath and
look at the situation logically, from all
corners.
The present solutions are not completely logical and would result in
additional expenditures that can't be
justified in abusiness model. Don't
you just miss the days when radio was
fun and being on the air, or on a
stream, or on aPA system was considered cool?
RW welcomes other points of view.

Spot Substitution is Automatic
These promos and other generic time fillers can be selected
from your on-air inventory of spots and promos without
extra production, recorded especially for webcasts, or any
combination. To minimize work and eliminate errors, Scott
Sub rotates up to 100 cuts under cut numbers that match the
lengths of the "No Internet" recordings. Scott Sub honors
start/end dates and times, ensuring that all material is
timely, fresh and appropriate. Scott Sub easily handles
complex rotation changes with no redubbing required. It

FAX: (
972) 620-8811

(972) 620-2211
8
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1- 888 GETSCOTT

never plays out of date spots. Program length subs are also
handled easily.
Play WAVE and MPEG Spots & Promos
Scott Sub plays uncompressed and MPEG HScott system
recordings with overlap from an inexpensive audio card.
With our optional TLC (Trim, Label & Convert) software,
you can import MP3 audio and convert it to WAVE or
MPEG for play in Scott Sub.
•
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Scott offers apreassembled system with aPentinum III
industrial rack mount computer, mini-switcher, serial
connections and software for $2,250, plus shipping. Or
you can get our Scott Sub software fôr $1,000 and add an
appropriate Windows computer, SoundBlaster X-Gamer
sound card, hard drive, LAN card, Broadcast Tools SS 3.1
switcher and cables to build it yourself.
Simplest is Best
For busy radio stations, ease of use is essential. Scott Sub is
the simplest Internet ad deletion and insertion unit
anywhere! It works seamlessly with Scott Studios and some
other digital systems.
Want more details? See our website at scottsub.com. This
$1,000 software pays for itself very quickly!

Seat Seed/4e e..
13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA
Internet: scottsub.com

e

Encore!
Tie Teilos Zephyr is one tough act to follcw.
It revolutionized point-to-point audio by cor)
-bining
ISDN Nnith MPEG coding, and quickly becc me the
#1 sell ng codec worldwide — perhaps the most
succes.ful digital broadcast product ever. So what
w .II we do for an encore?
Presenting Zephyr Xstream, with innovations Ike
AAC ( Advanced Audio Coding) for superior fidelity,
a special low- delay mode, and an Ethernet port for
IP

audio

streaming,

remote

control

and

easy

sc.ftware updates. There's. also a rugged portable
version: with full- featured digital mixing.
And of course Zephyr Xstream includes evrything
else ycu'd expect from a Zephyr, like Layér-II and
Layer- Ill coding, ISDN connectivity, a simple,
friendly user interface, and bulletproof reliability..
Zephyr Xstream. Sometimes the sequel is even
better than the original.

WWW.zephyr.com
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Book Explains Digital Audio Broadcasting Transition to
Rick Barnes
A recently published book, edited by
Wolfgang Hoeg and Thomas Lauterbach,
provides a much-needed primer for the
digital modulation of radio. Released for
publication in the United States in
March, "Digital Audio Broadcasting —
Principles and Applications" offers many
answers regarding how digital radio modulation works.
The main focus of the book is the
Eureka- 147 version of DAB, currently in
operation in Europe, Canada, Australia,
Singapore, China and South Africa, and
under development in other Asian nations
including India.
The in-band, on-channel form of digital radio, now in research and development in the United States, is mentioned
briefly.
Many of the explanations in subsequent chapters have practical applications
to IBOC, Digital Radio Mondiale and
Integrated Services Digital Broadcasting,
the Japanese version of digital radio, as
well as Eureka- 147.
Essentials
The system concept chapter provides
ample descriptions of the frame structure
of DAB, interleaving and Differential
Quadrature Phase Shift Keying, or DQPSK, all of which have applications in
DAB formats other than Eureka- 147.
The chapter on audio services and
applications provides an understandable
description of audio masking techniques
and the psychoacoustics of human hearing with their application to bit- rate
reduction in digital radio.
The characteristics of MPEG algorithms are provided. Of particular interest
is the description of error protection and
concealment. The Eureka- 147 version of
DAB provides for an " ensemble" of
audio and ancillary service in the 1.537
MHz of bandwidth of aDAB channel in
this scheme. This concept is introduced

in the audio services and applications
chapter and is described in detail in the
following chapter.

DIGITFIL

of DAB main services — audio services,
program associated data (PAD) and packet mode data — data services such as the
dynamic label format, MOT protocol and
slide shows — broadcast operating systems and editorial systems with the management of text and service data.
This chapter also speaks of the compatibility of digital audio broadcasting with
the Radio Data System (RDS/RBDS) and
outlines the differences and similarities
between DAB and RDS. It closes with a
discussion of audio services aspects concerning loudness differences within audio
services, DAB/FM switching and DAB
ensembles, signal level alignment, metering and control.

architecture and audio decoders. "Digital
Audio Broadcasting — Principles and
Applications" provides an extensive bibTechnical details
liography of standards and related docu"Collection
and
Distribution
ments, publications and Internet links for
Networks" provides block diagrams of
the further study of DAB.
Principles and Applications
the DAB ensemble multiplexer, the layer
Although Wolfgang Hoeg, formerly
structure of the Service Transport
head of division at Deutsche Telekom
Interface ( STI) frame descriptions and
Berkom, and Thomas Lauterbach, a
The chapter concerning data services
the structure of the DAB collection and
member of the faculty at the University
and applications tells the story of Eurekadistribution networks. In order for this
of Applied Sciences, Nuremberg,
147's ability to provide ancillary services
chapter to make much sense, however, a Germany, edited it, many individuals parin terms of multimedia transmission.
certain level of understanding regarding
ticipated in the writing of this text. The
These include HTML pages, JPEG piccomputer and telecom network architeclist of contributors indicates 15 distintures or slideshows and MPEG movies
ture is required on the part of the reader.
guished engineers who provided information for the eight chapters of this book.
The book served as the primary
resource for an academic paper that I
recently wrote for agraduate level course
includes an extensive bibliography
in "Introduction to Digital Transmission."
of standards and related documents, publications
Iam sure that Iwill be poring over this
book for months.
and links for the study of DAB.
If you are abroadcast manager, engineer or astudent intent on being involved
with radio for the coming years, Iencourage you to do the same. It will serve you
using the MOT, Multimedia Object
On the broadcast side, a well-defined
well.
Transfer protocol. Eureka- 147 is definitedescription of Single Frequency
"Digital Audio Broadcasting —
ly not radio as we once knew it, and
Networks ( SFN), with their ability to
Principles and Applications" is a 280Hoeg and Lauterbach's book definitely
provide power and frequency economy
page hardcover, priced at $75 and availprepares us for this new and exciting
and why they are possible with DAB, is
able from various online booksellers or
technology.
provided.
from the publisher, John Wiley and Sons
A chapter titled " Provision of
This section also describes Coded
Ltd., Chichester, England.
Services" provides adetailed description
Orthogonal
Frequency
Division
Visit www.wiley.co.uk/wileychi/commMultiplexing, or COFDM, which, again,
stech/hoeg.html.
has adirect application to IBOC technolThe book's ISBN number is 0-471ogy as well as Eureka- 147. Frequency
85894-3.
management is addressed in this chapter
Rick Barnes, CBRE, is a studio engias well as coverage capabilities and Bit
Thermal Sentry III
neer and Internet news specialist with the
Error Rate.
Voice of America. He is a graduate stumonitors transmitter operating temperature
The
book
closes
with
a
chapter
on
the
dent
at Capella University, Minneapolis,
analog output for remote monitoring
receiving side of DAB with block diawhere he is working toward a Ph.D. in
programmable alarm output with relay
grams of DAB receivers, channel decoder
front panel adjustments and LED display
communications technology.
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two air temperature sensors included
indicates failed or clogged ventilation system

model tsn-3

More innovative solutions...

early warning for antenna icing conditions

automatically vanes message delivery
professional male announcer voice
temperature in Fahrenheit or Celcius
battery backed AC synchronized clock

model tti-2

60 seconds of user recordable storage

Dlalup Audio Interlace

DTA4F operated controller with relay outputs
fully programmable output on any key press
momentary and/or maintained relay outputs
four logic inputs with programmable output
balanced audio input and output with ALC

model dol-2

digital message storage - no moving parts

perform unattended remote broadcasts

seven DPDT relays and one 4PDT relay

innovative solutions

4
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Flashing LED Tower Lights

TIrne • Temperature • ID
time and temperature delivery for automation

o

Sine Systems

nashville. tennessee • 615.228.3500 voice • 615.227.2393 fax- on- demand • www.sinesystems.com

Dialight Corp. offers an LED- based
flashing red beacon for towers. The light
meets FAA, Transport Canada and ICAO
requirements.
Designed as areplacement unit for 300mm
incandescent red flashing beacons in existing
installations, the L864 beacon mounts to
standard bolt patterns and requires no
additional wiring, controllers or monitors. The
company says the light uses high-flux LEDs
that last longer than incandescent lights and
uses 90 percent less energy than standard
beacons that consume more than 1,240 W.
The new L-810 steady state LED
obstruction light for side mounting is also
available.
For information contact Dialight at ( 732)
751-5891 or visit www.dialight.com.

SAS64000

If the migration to digital is
in your future, then this is the
route to take.
Introducing the big performance
analog router that also speaks fluent
digital. Atrue hybrid that allows you
to scale the number of analog and
digital ports as needed. And even
better, the SAS64000 Audio 'luting
System creates aforward path :oAES/
[BU digital audio without crea1ing
analog obsolescence.
This means you can mix y3ur

AUDIO

ROUTING

analog and digital
110 in the same
router frame. Go dire3t ana la] to analog, or digital to digi:al.
Mix it up with automatic 24- bit conversion analog to digital and vite
versa. Either way you choose, th?
urique architecture of the SAS641100
guts uninterrupted signal intEgrity
aid non-blocking flexibility.
And the SAS64000 is wonderfully
simple to integrate, upgrade aid put
into service. Just plug in our lee

SYSTEM

digital port
expander and
that's it. Welcome
to digital!— co- existing elegantly and
flawlessly with analcg—and all within
the same framework.
Interested? ThEre's much more
we'd like to tell about the SAS64000.
You can call 818 840 6149; or e-mail
sales@sasaudio.ccm; or log- on to
sasaudio.com.
Digital. Analog.
It's up to you.
SIERRA
AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS

sasaudio.com

analog and/cr
digital input
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Our Secret is Behind the Scenes!

PRODUCTION

MASTER
CONTROL

e Integrated

platform concept
e- Fiber optic networking
Any audio source, anywhere

e
KLOTZ DIGITAL's unique VADI'S Platform provides the
perfect solution for facilities searching for the ultimate
in digital audio integration. From single studio buildouts to new mega-facility operations, KLOTZ DIGITAL
provides a cost effective and time saving option to
traditional analog and digital facility installations.
Our secret is behind the scenes. Fiber optic based,
the VADIS Platform integrates all audio functions,
combining operator tasks, reducing the need for

traditional wiring, and paving the way for effortless
future expansion. And, the elimination of a central
router means distribution of " any audio source anywhere at any time!"
Compare the costs for yourself. When it comes to
savings, quality and performance...nobody even
comes close. That's why the most sophisticated
and technologically advanced facilities throughout the world choose KLOTZ DIGITAL.

KLOTZ DIGITAL

KLOTZ DIGITAL GERMANY

Phone:+49-89-45672-300

KLOTZ DIGITAL FRANCE

Phone:+33-1-48874681

KLOTZ DIGITAL ASIA

Phone:+60-3-5193233

Norcross, Georgia 30092
Phone: + 1-678-966-9900

KLOTZ DIGITAL AUSTRALIA

Phone:+61-2-95186795

www klotzdigital.com

5875 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
Bldg. 340

mom
DIGITAL
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Cords, Columns & More Ground Rods
John Bisset
Keeping things clean is the bane of the
broadcast engineer.
George Sperry, general manager of
WEVA(AM), Emporia, Va., was doing
some preventive maintenance recently,
and was washing the station building
windows using one of those Windexbrand spray units that screw onto agarden hose.

months arrive! Thanks. George, for the
tip, and for sharing routine maintenance
tips with engineers, even though you are
aGM!
** *

exchange of ideas, readers.
John sent afollow-up message regarding the connecting of ground rods. It
seems you can buy ground rods with the
"hammer end" threaded. Two ground
rods can be screwed together using a
threaded coupling.

Not far from Emporia is the home of
Thomas Jefferson, Charlottesville, Va.
There, the Eure Communications group
has kept the Jeffersonian style of architecture in its studios by designing
columns that double as wire- running
raceways.
Figure 1shows one of two columns
placed at the edges of the studio furniture, used to route all wiring into and out
of the studio. The columns are a novel
way to get the job done, and in the tradition of Thomas J.
***

Fig. 1: This wiring column
in Charlottesville. Va., has
aJeffersonian feel.
After completing the windows, and
with an ample amount of spray left,
George turned the nozzle onto the fiberglass dish in the side yard. It cleaned the
grime and bird droppings from the dish,
without the need for aladder. In about 15
minutes, both 3.5- meter dishes were
clean, and looking new.
Now for a spray-on wax, to simplify
removal of snow and ice when the winter

Figs. 2-3: Keep power cords secure
with this simple precaution.

We don't always have the luxury of
locating studio furniture so that electrical
access is hidden.
Brian Edwards of New World Radio
solved the problem of plugs accidentally
being removed by securing the cables as
shown in Figures 2and 3.
The service "loop" permits the plug to
be removed, when the need is presented.
Otherwise, aleg brushing along the cords
won't dislodge them.
***
John Stortz's ground rod project has
generated more response than any other
Workbench topic. Iappreciate everyone
taking the time to pass on your suggestions.
Few of us have the benefit of working
next to asage engineer anymore, learning
all of the tricks of the trade. That's what
makes this column so special. We can all
learn from one another. Keep up the great

Someone recommended that John use
threadless couplings, which cost about a
dollar more than the threaded ones. The
saving is that you don't have to buy
threaded ground rods, which is asubstantial. The threadless couplings are tapered
to fit by friction. The harder you drive the
rods, the tighter they become joined.
It's been John's experience that the
threaded couplings tend to unscrew as
they are driven into the ground. This

problem is eliminated using the threadless couplings.
Mike McCarthy has driven over a
hundred ground rods over this past
year. After hammering away with the
sledgehammer, like John Stortz, Mike
had a "pounder" made for him. It's like
apile driver, but weighs more than 50
pounds. It's good for one or two rods in
light soil.
As his jobs increased, though, Mike
started investing in the heavy-duty tools.
Makita makes aground rod-driving cup
for its 1-1/8 demo hammers. Mike paid
about $80 for his. He also invested in bits
from Bosch and Dewalt, for spline and
SDS Max drivers. The type used depends
on the soil and the depth. Many of these
tools can be found at industrial rental
companies.
See WORKBENCH, page 18 ›.

Dependable Modulation Monitors for AM & FM
520 AM Mod-Monitor

530 FM Mod-Monitor

•Built-in, tunable preselector for accurate
off-air measurements
•Easy-to- read, peak- hold modulation

•Off-air operation with 8 station presets
•High- resolution displays for deviation,
audio, pilot, RF signal and multipath

display
•Alarm and RS-232 data outputs

•Accirate and affordable

•Companion active antenna option

•

InOVON,Cs

Download full spec sheets at www.inovon.com

40

18 111811 ill
7-

I
navonics

1305 Fair Ave. • Santa Cruz, CA 95060
TEL: ( 831) 458-0552. FAX: ( 831) 458-0554
envw.inovon.com • e-mail: intoeinovon.com
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Workbench

ERI Offers
New Gin Poles

Continued from page 17

Electronic Research Inc. released a new
series of Gin Poles. The series is designed to
the proposed TIA/EIA-222 Gin Pole standard.
Structural ASTM A-500 square steel tubing
with mill test certification is used for the
strength and integrity of structure. Other features include Charpy V Notch Testing to assure
cold weather ductility and versatile load chart
for predictions in varying circumstances
Internal load line guide controls deflection
from supporting structure and increases load
lift capacity.
It picks up to 60,000 pounds depending on
model and size.
For more information contact ER! at ( 812)
925-6000 or visit www.eriinc.com.

Enter to win one of 25 great prizes in Radio World's
reader appreciation contest giveaway!
IMAS Publishing is celebrating 25 years of
serving you and the radio broadcast
industry. To mark this significant milestone, 25 of radio's leading equipment suppliers have teamed up

To become eligible to win, you need to
complete these three easy steps:
1) Register online at our Web site
www.rwonline.corn
2) Click the Silver Sweepstakes

with Radio World to express their
appreciation.
Throughout 2001, Radio World

icon on our homepage
3) Fill out the electronic entry
form — that's it, you're done!

will conduct 25 random drawings.
Prizes and winners will be
announced in every issue of Radio
World all year long.

ARHEX

It's your chance to celebrate our
Silver Anniversary with these fine
Radio World supporters ...

Auralex

audiolechnica
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Contest Rules: To enter the drawing, simply register online at wfflv.nvonline.com/sweeps. 25 drawings will be seld throughout the year. Contest ends December 19, 2001.
One prize per winner. All contestants MUST reside in the United States and have avalid mailing address. Winners should receive prizes within 30 days of notification, however,
actual delivery time may vary and is not guaranteed by IMAS Publishing. Federal, state and local tax laws may apply to prizes and are the sole responsibility of the winner.

Mike invested in aBosch SDS Max
hammer driver for moderate soil. The
tool was well worth the money,
because it easily bores holes for transmission line passage in block walls.
If the soil is really hard, Mike will
rent a 60-pound demo hammer and
use the heavy bit from Makita. Hes
only had three cases where he could
not drive a3/4-inch rod the full depth.
When faced with really hard soil.
the best tool combination is a twocycle gas demo/driver from Kawasaki,
again using the Makita heavy bit.
Mike drove a 15-foot rod into hard
clay soil in about 10 minutes. It took
the heaviest electric model an hour on
another rod.
Ed Dulaney
at
KLZ(AM)/
Crawford Broadcasting in Colorado
offers asimpler approach. In soft soil,
Ed has used at-post fence post driver.
These are hollow steel tubes, closed
on one end, open on the other. The
handles welded to the closed end
forms the "T."
These drivers can be used for drive
the rod to adepth of 14 to 20 inches,
before resorting to asledgehammer to
complete the job.
In sandy or light-density soils, a
standard half- inch chuck hammer
drill will work. Although this tool
takes longer, it's less exhausting than
slamming the rod with the T-post driver or sledgehammer.
I've saved the simplest suggestions
for last. Leave it to the hams to have
the lowest-cost solution. Ken Romero
from KXKC(FM) in New Iberia, La.,
was taught this trick by some ham
operators. It's agood solution for only
afew ground rods.
First, take a garden hose and soak
the area where the rod will go. Take
the rod, and like a spear, stab it into
the ground as hard as you can. Place
the garden hose next to the rod, and
while running water into the hole,
rock the rod back and forth about a
foot or so, while applying downward
pressure. A sledgehammer might be
needed for the last couple of feet.
Brian Urban is alab manager at the
Department
of
Engineering
Technology at the University of North
Texas. Brian's trick is similar to that
described above, and is courtesy of
the power company.
Brian watched while the power
company workers stabbed the rod into
the ground, filling the hole with a
small amount of water before repeating the stabbing action. When
installed in soil with a low clay content, a standard drinking cup full of
water was enough to drive an 8-foot
rod in only acouple of minutes.
The last foot or so must be hammered, but alot of effort is saved letting the water do the work.
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for
more than 30 years. He is a district
sales manager for Harris Corp.
Reach him at ( 703) 323-8011.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged, and qualify for SBE
recertification credit. Fax your submission to ( 703) 323-8044, or send email to ibisset@harris.com.
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Standard equipment on every model.
If any digital audio delivery system could
have a " trust" button. DADpR032 is it. Live
assist or automation, single radio station or
regional cluster, you can trust DADpRo32 to
deliver 24/7/365. Put your mind at ease,
choose DADpRo32—from ENCO Systems.

Smarter. Faster. Better.

E N co

SYSTEMS, INC.
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800.ENCO.SYS

www.enco.z:om
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Formats
See Page 22
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Salt Institute Evangelizes Radio Radio Ads
Get MultiMedia Push

At a Small College in Downtown Portland, Maine, the Craft of Making
Radio Documentaries Inspires Students to Pursue This Resurgent Form
Carl Lindemann

For all the opportunities for DJs,
announcers and news reporters to learn
their craft, the radio documentary largely
has been aself-taught undertaking.

of Salt's work. When we began, we
weren't sure what response we'd get
from students," he said.
So far, the response has been strong.
Now, after the second semester, it will
become a permanent part of the course

Patty Wight is a Salt student who said her life
was taken over by her radio course work there.
Since last fall, The Salt Institute for
Documentary Studies in Portland, Maine,
has brought the school's experience in
capturing Maine-related subjects on film
and print to the audio medium. This is a
major addition to the school's core curriculum honed over 25 years.
Enthusiastic response
Rob Rosenthal, the radio program's
director, started the pilot program.
"This seemed like anatural extension

offerings this fall. Perhaps more important, what was almost an aside for several
students has become acareer choice.
Numerous student projects have aired on
the local National Public Radio affiliate and
one alum has landed an internship with
David Isay, the MacArthur Grant-winning
independent producer for public radio.
Rosenthal came to Salt after an extensive career in public and community
radio. Previously, he spent five years as
general manager at WMPG(FM), the

Reliability.
SMARTS Systems are built around the
idea that air time is extremely precious.
No radio broadcaster wants to hear dead
air. As broadcasters, we understand the
importance of a consistent audio signal.
We design every SMARTS System with dependable,
professional, audio-focused hardware and software.
Smartcasters use stable operating systems and trustworthy
components that prove time and again their reliability. Rock solid
dependability you can rely on year after year.

When your digital audio system
has you down, call SMARTS!

University of Maine's community radio
station, and seven years at University of
Nevada's KUNV(FM) in Las Vegas.
The turn toward teaching seemed natural given his experience working with
volunteers and professionals in these
non-commercial settings.
Part of the start-up task is to create a
basic audio production studio. The initial
setup consists mostly of consumer gear
tweaked for audio production. Core audio
processing is done with an iMac computer running Digidesign Pro Tools.
Extra storage comes through aVST
Firewire hard drive coupled with aCD-R
recorder. Playback is through Tannoy
SBM monitors driven by a consumer
amp. Sony TC-D5M and Marantz cassette decks are used for field recording.

Power jellybeans
Surprisingly, the iMac's built-in audio
connectors do acredible job in importing
analog material, according to Rosenthal.
Soon, afull Pro Tools setup on aMac G4
equipped with a professional soundcard
will be added.
Rosenthal's classroom is more of a
seminar or workshop. The twice-weekly,
two-plus hour sessions are hands-on and
intimate. The day Radio World visited,
the five students enrolled considered their
current project: a profile of someone
involved in transportation.
Subjects ranged from ataxi driver on a
small island off the coast to ameter maid
walking the streets of the city. With interviews already recorded, students considered how best to construct their pieces
into compelling radio.
As these are completed, the idea is to
cull the portraits together into a halfSee SALT, page 24

Ken R.
Successful sales campaigns often begin
with aclient who has aproblem that aradio
station or group identifies. The answers can
take the form of non-traditional revenue
promotions, sponsored expos, or the
Internet, or radio spots that tie into something happening at the client's business.
Radio World talked to executives at

Don Lea
several groups to ask about their sales
success stories.
Frank Kulbertis is director of sales for
the seven-station Adventure Radio Group
in Hilton Head, S.C.
One successful campaign his group
won was with Swifty Serve, a convenience store/gas station that opened a
store in neighboring Ridgeland.
"Their location is away from the city
See CAMPAIGN, page 21

Broadcast Intelligence.
Digital radio that makes sense.

www.smartsbroadcast.com
800-74 SMART
(800-747-6278)

info@smartsbroadcast.com
2508 West Main Street, PO Box 284
Emmetsburg, Iowa USA 50536

smniqr9F
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Campaign
Continued from page 20
and our goal was to get the construction workers and other citizens of that
area to sample the store. So we ran (an
ad campaign) two weeks back-to-back
using our mainstream rock and our
alternative stations, which target
males," said Kulbertis.

501t»tekfzi
WASH- FM
emu et..e. XCOts 7;14,

Take METROBUS or

METRORAIL to...

bit differently.
"In the old days we used to run the
TV spots where the owners smashed
car windshields, threw the pies and all
that stuff," said Lea. "One of the owners said to me, 'We're selling cars, but
I'm not very proud to be a car dealer.
How can we change things?"
Lea took to radio for an image campaign, but he refused to mention prices
and specific cars. He avoided fast-talking announcers and wrote the copy to
avoid " fine- print" disclaimers. The
spots are delivered by Lea himself in
his slow, folksy drawl.
"When people hear other dealers'
radio spots with a special price for a
certain car, the customer goes into the
dealership and finds out she has to be a
left-handed monk or something to get
See CAMPAIGN, page 26

A Karaoke Contest at Kid Fest
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Tim and Willy
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VVASH(FM), at 97.1 MHz, puts together
the '97&1 Fun Things to Do' guide
for Washington-area listeners.
Kulbertis believes that whether a
client is on the air 52 weeks a year or
in shorter bursts, vertical schedules
have the most impact.
A vertical schedule, said Kulbertis,
is one in which the spots are grouped in
the fewest possible days to generate
maximum frequency within a short
period of time.
"Week one consisted of 25 spots on
the rocker, five per day, and a live
broadcast on Friday afternoon. The following week we followed a similar
plan on the alternative station."
Kulbertis said the client helped by
offering low-priced gas, prize registrations and other perks to make it an
exciting event.
Charles Ratleff, store manager at the
new Swifty Serve, was overwhelmed
by the response
"We got between 1,200 and 1,300 people out here in atwo-hour period, taking
in about $ 18,000 for the day, which is
spectacular for us," said Ratleff.
"Adventure is the best group we've
worked with and I'd certainly be willing to go back on the air with them
again."
Don Lea, president of the ad agency
Don Lea Associates in Toledo, Ohio, is
soft-spoken and almost self-effacing.
Several of his clients have been with
his agency for more than 30 years each.
One reason is that Lea uses radio a

hear and now.
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Bob MW
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Boomers Will Break Set Formats
Maturing Baby-Boom Demographics Pose New
Format Directions; Talk Radio Could Be Huge Winner
Vincent M. Ditingo
Follow the boomers! That could
very well be the new, or should we say
revised, battle cry as many owners
adjust programming strategies and formats against the backdrop of a soft
economy and shrinking ad dollars.
After all, it's the baby boomer generation, generally described as those
people born shortly after World War II,
from 1946 and continuing through
1964, which has traditionally been
radio's most lucrative, broad- based
consumer group.

talk radio, if they perceive that local
music stations continue to program
their content with a homogeneous

approach, as some industry critics
maintain.
Indeed, talk radio, particularly topical two-way telephone talk, is positioned to become even more formidable in the next decade. In anew report
on the dynamics of the format com-

Talk Radio

Demographic Profile
As the graph below shows. Talk Radio provides a cross section
of the total adult population.
24%

All the way
They have dictated lifestyle shifts
such as automotive choices for years.
Now, for the first time, the older end of
the baby boomer segment is turning 55.
In fact, baby boomers are entrenched
in what many analysts believe see as a
new prime, advertiser-coveted demographic in the next five to 10 years: 35
to 64.
Many boomers may become attracted to non- music formats, especially
piled by Interep, 44 percent of adults
18 and older who listen to talk fall
within the 35- to- 54 age bracket; 36
percent are 55-plus, while only 14 percent land in the 25-to- 34 demographic
group. ( See accompanying chart.)
Driven by maturing boomers, a big
demographic growth area moving forward is expected to be the 50- to- 59
age group.

Corner reveal news/talk is the leading
format category based upon Arbitron
audience shares among persons 12 and
older.
News/talk, which in this analysis
excludes sports talk formats, registered a 12.2 percent audience share
followed by urban contemporary with
11.4 percent, Spanish at 8.5 percent,
adult contemporary at 7.6 percent and
country at 7.5 percent.
The long-standing primary advantage to the telephone talk format is
that it functions as a sounding board
for listeners, especially for international and national events that affect
local communities and lifestyles.
Ongoing
For instance, the hot topics in talk
radio in 2000 that continued this year
include Wall Street's downturn, rising
fuel prices, potential electricity shortages, the dot- corn implosion, reality

Household Income
While Talk Radio listeners appear in all income groups the percentages in the
upper income groups are much higher than that of the general population. Almost
one-quarter live in households with incomes of $ 100,000 or more.
Household Income Distribution of Talk Radio listeners
$100.000 Or
More
2214

The best sounding, most reliable
digital audio systems use
Digigram sound cards.
Does yours?

E-MAIL

TEL: + I703 875 9100
INPUT'qeDIGIGRAM COM

DIGIGRAM INC
FAX: + I703 875 9161
WWW.DIGIGRAM COM

NETWORKING SOLUTIONS FOR DIGITAL AUDIO AND REMOTE MANAGEMENT

Digigrarn

The key barometer here is total resident population projections by the
U.S. Census Bureau. Those projections show that from July 2001
through July 2005, the 50- to- 59 age
group will grow almost 15 percent as
compared to the 15- to- 24 age group,
which is anticipated to grow by less
than 5percent in the same time period.
Remember that talk radio is part of
the overall news/talk format category,
which also includes those stations that
describe themselves as news/talk and
all- news. With that in mind, Interep
calculations done for Management

television programs, Internet copyright
issues, high school shootings and violence in the Middle East. There is never
alack of compelling topics to discuss.
Meanwhile, talk radio has also
emerged as a forum to influence congressional legislation and to effect
political
change.
Host
Rush
Limbaugh, for example, is renown for
exhorting his listeners to fire up the
phone lines in Washington to push legislation. Those listeners have had a
definitive effect in political policy in
the past decade.
See FORMATS, page 30

Record and Play WI P3, M P2, PCM 1ADPCM, and
Windcws Media Audio on ordinary sound cards.
iMedialrouch does more for less!
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Salt
Continued from page 20

hour montage. This project followed an
initial vox populi — an opinion montage
assembled to stand alone, without a
reporter's narrative — piece that covered the basics of interviewing, sound
gathering, radio writing and digital
audio production.
Throughout, a good deal of time is
devoted to listening critically to professional productions. The curriculum itself
is still awork in progress.
Rosenthal plans to add a lengthier
(20- to 30-minute) documentary as well
as some interaction with other parts of
Salt's programs.

radio students and their counterparts," he
said.
The first alums have taken steps to
develop careers in radio. Patty Wight has
spent several months interning at Maine
Public Radio. Before attending Salt,
she'd been an avid public radio listener.
She often wondered how to get into
the business. Aside from volunteering for
fundraising, there was little opportunity
to get in the door. Her studies at Salt
changed that.
Focused
"It was very intense. It actually took
over my life for a time! Iwent from
knowing absolutely nothing to having a
solid understanding of mics, interviewing
and production," she said.
Armed with a demo from her class

Rob Rosenthal With Students
news show as well as produce her own
pieces for broadcast.
In the Pacific Northwest, David Welch
is finishing an undergraduate degree at
Reed College after his semester at Salt.

compelling listening.
"We learned to edit, then edit again.
We played with music under our voices,
under our actualities, learning how it can
work and often how it doesn't. Then,

The Salt Institute's

radio curriculum is

likely to open the door to other offerings.

Rob Rosenthal is shown with some of his tweaked consumer gear,
used to train students in the Salt Radio Documentary program.
"Traditionally, writers and photographers have collaborated on aproject during the semester. We are just now starting
to talk about a collaboration between

work, she was able to approach the NPR
affiliate's news director and arrange an
internship. Now, she helps gather sound
from around the state for the nightly

Welch had some experience in college
radio at Reed as a DJ, but what he
learned in Maine was different.
"Salt's concern with carefully documenting the landscape and people of
Maine is unique and refreshing,"
Welch said.

when it was over, we walked away with
four to seven minutes of pretty good
radio. Or, at the very least, something we
were proud of," said Welch.
The Salt Institute's radio curriculum is
likely to open the door to other offerings.
"There is some discussion of multime-

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES
<seniv
ne

/

Royalt EIF
Ilee
MUSiC

U.S.: 1-800-387-3030
905-886-5000
N•eww.mixmusiclibrary.conn
A Division of Sound Ideas

BALSYS
TECHNOLOGY G ROUP. INC.

Professionally done Commercials $25.00
Liners, Voice Tracking, and more

The Lowest Prices On Earth!
Choose from 20 Voices

www.internetjock.com
Toll Free ( 877) 646-4163

ATTENTION
PROVIDERS!

PROFESSIONAL BROADCAST
ENGINEERING SERVICES

Promote your services to

Analysis - Installation - Support

Reach Radio Station and Recording

7141 Tallowtree Lane
Orlando, FL32835
Te1:407-822-7055
Fax: 407-296-2587
www.balsys.com
sales@balsys.com

Radio World% readers.
Studio owners/managers and
engineers with your message.
For information on
affordable advertising
call Simone at 1-703-998-7600,

ext. 154.

The Salt Institute in Portland, Maine
Also, he found that the school instilled
aserious work ethic.
"Salt finds away to compel students to
work harder than they've ever worked
before and somehow absolutely adore
working that hard."
His studies combined this attitude with
the necessary skills such as how to tell a
story, to interview, record, log and assemble stories in such away as to make for

dia work here. Combining text, images
and sound for Web and CD-ROM makes
sense," said Rosenthal. "Such developments may come in time, but they will be
built on top of asolid foundation where
radio is akey element."
Carl Lindemann lives in Maine, where
he consults on radio/new media projects
and writes extensively on these subjects.
Reach him at carl@cyberscene.com.
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Campaign
Continued from page 21

that price. Already the customer is mad
at the dealer," said Lea.
"We just tell the truth. Most people
think that big dealers get a better deal
from the manufacturers on their cars,
but it isn't true, for example."

He avoided

August 1, 2001

Brondes is number one in every local
study of brand awareness. The dealership, as a sign of its success, just
opened a second Ford outlet at the
opposite end of the city.
Ingredients for success
Dave Gifford, president of a radio
sales consultant company that bears his
name, said asuccessful radio campaign
must consider five criteria: the advertis-

fast-talking announcers and

wrote the copy to avoid line-print' disclaimers.

Brondes Ford, the dealer in question,
doubled its business within two years
of moving to radio. According to Lea,

er's credibility, the message and/or
offer made in the spots, the creative
execution of that message, whether the

Brondes Ford doubled its business within two years of moving to radio.
target audience wants the product being
offered and how many ads run.
"I hear people in radio tell me that
they ' did everything right' but the
advertiser got no results," said Gifford.
"Wrong. One or more of those compo-

nents was not in place."
The Radio Advertising Bureau, which
supplied several contacts for this article,
is agood source of ideas on how to construct a winning sales campaign. Visit
RAB online at www.rab.com.

Inside Ideas for aHot Radio Campaign
Radio World talked to so many sales and station managers in preparation for
the article above that we had more ideas than we could fit into the story.
Groups and stations have hit upon some great ideas that have worked for both
the broadcasters and their advertisers.
Here are afew of the best we came across:

than $ 100,000 in revenue, about 70 percent of which is non-spot income.
Community Affairs Director Kelli Lester-Brown stated that the station promotes
the event on its own talk shows, broadcast remotes and also sells sponsorships.

Kid Fest — The brainstorm of former AMFM ( now Clear Channel) Sales
Manager Lisa Eaker in Beaumont, Texas, who saw the need to connect with the
family-oriented people of her market. Now in its fourth year, the two-day "Kid
Fest" is aknockout event for the Clear Channel cluster in Beaumont.

Fraternity brothers (and friend) from Lamar University lend
Clear Channel's KI0C(FM) a hand at the Kid Fest 2000 boxing booth.

KYKR(FM) afternoon personality Jim King of the Road King is shown
at the August 2000 Clear Channel Kid Fest in Beaumont, Texas.
"We've got advertisers calling us wanting to participate so it's an easy sale," said
Jodie LeBrescu, event coordinator. "Our attendance is about 12,000 listeners, which
is great for our market."
Kid Fest is divided into several physical zones including "learn and play,"
"cares for kids," "health and safety" and "play land."
Advertisers can participate at varying levels including "title sponsorship," for
$10,000. Only one client is allowed this privilege and it entails being named in
all the advertising during the eight-week pre-event promotional push.
This sponsor's name appears on posters, TV spots and billboards and the
client receives free booth space at the event. The "title sponsor" also receives a
remote broadcast and other goodies.
Other sponsorship levels exist, from $5,000 to $3,500 and less.
"At all sponsorship levels, we have no competing clients," said LeBrescu.
Indiana Black Expo — Another live event has taken place for almost 30 years in
Indianapolis: the Indiana Black Expo. In cooperation with urban oldies
WTLC(AM-FM), the festival comprises Family Fun Fest, Summer Celebration
and Circle City Classic.
The station, a Radio One property, begins to promote the annual summer
event in May. By the time it concludes in late July, the station generates more

According to IBE President Reverend Charles Williams, the yearly event has
grown from a small volunteer operation to a multi- purpose, community-based
year-round organization with national and international appeal.
Vertical schedules — An Adventure Radio Group client, Lowcountry Motors in
Blufton, S.C., took a "spots only" approach. The used car dealership has enjoyed
great success over along time, according to Frank Kulbertis, director of sales for the
seven-station Adventure Radio Group in Hilton Head, S.C.
"They're on every month using a vertical schedule on all seven stations, 32
commercials per station per month. Usually we run four stations one week,
three stations the next week, spreading the spots over a four-day period," said
Kulbertis.
"Lowcountry spends less than the cost of one used car per month, about
$1,750. The spots run between 5a.m. and midnight."
In Washington Patricia Wexler is director of marketing at Clear Channel's
WASH(FM) at 97.1 MHz. She put together an unusual campaign called "97&1
Fun Things to Do." It's abrochure paid for largely by Metro, the public transportation system in Washington.
"It's got tips on free activities, Metro-accessible events and places our listeners
recommend to us where they can take their children," said Wexler. "The brochures
are free at the Metro stations and at the Newseum, a museum for news, that is
another sponsor."
— Ken R.
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ELECTRO VOICE 635A - Rugged dynamic interview mic, with voicetai tared response.
e rr. List $ 172.00 SALE $99.00

SENNHEISER MD46 - Designed for audio journalists, with low handling
and wind noise.
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COMREX HOTLINE - Affordable digital transmission device capable of
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TELOS ZEPHYR XSTREAM 9402 - An ideal codec solution for ad hoc

Portable Recorder SALE
MARANTZ PMD222 -3- head mono portable cassette
recorder with XL Rinput.
Mfr. List $ 519.0C SALE $ 396.00

networks, voiceevers, commercial distribution, backup to microwave and
satellite links.
Mfr. List $ 3,990 00 CALL FOR PRICE

TELOS ZEPHYR XSTREAM MPX 9502 - The portable, road ready
version ef the new Telos Zephyr Xstream.
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MARTI CR102D -Dual frequency receiver with built -in test meter ar d
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Mfr. List $ 1,425.00 CALL FOR PRICE
MARTI SR10 - Frequency agile RPU receiver has front panel freqJency
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Mfr. List $2,500.00 CALL FOR PRICE
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"Nothing moves product like a talk
show host talking about it on the air,"
stated veteran radio programmer and
consultant Walter Sabo in the new
Interep report. " In talk, ads aren't
background noise, they are part of the
program."
Although often confrontational, talk
radio can stir listener emotions more
effectively, providing a sense of community that can elevate a station's
time spent listening in a way that
music stations might envy.
Ladies listen
And the belief among some programmers that talk is a male-dominated format is not entirely true.
According to Interep, of the talk-radio
listener universe of adults 18-plus, 57
percent are men and 43 percent are
women. Another key dynamic:
Virtually all talk radio listeners are
economically upscale.
From a pure advertising- sales perspective, talk radio has one of the better power ratios. According to the BIA
Financial Network's " State of the
Radio Industry 2000" report, the talk
and all- news formats each have apower ratio of 1.17. (The power ratio measures the ability of stations within a
certain format category to change ratings into revenues.)
That means that both talk and all-

Talk Radio listeners' index against the U.S. average rises wth each
income level Notice that in the highest income group. Talk Radio listeners
are 75% more likely to live in a $ 100.000 plus household than the average
adut

$50.000.

I

591.

•

24%
S75.000.

41010.(Me•

III Talk Radio

news radio stations tend to oversell
their audience ratings by 17 percent.
They are both fourth behind sports
talk, the power ratio winner in the talk
category at 1.55; adult contemporary
at 1.20; and album-oriented rock/classic rock at 1.19.
The talk and news/talk formats have
become such an integral part of the
American fabric that even the two new
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Phone Editor made good sense...
yeah, Ike 1995.
Radio has grown up since then. It's
time your Phone Editor did too.

Presenting Qed, the Windows 2000 Phone Editor
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Balanced I/O, included control surface with jog/
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.WAV files, talks to most automation systems and is
ready to go right out of the box. Think of it as kinda
like that cute Mac product, but all grown up!
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satellite radio companies, XM and
Sirius, each plan to offer 50 non- music
formats, many to be some version of
news/talk, with limited commercials
when they launch this summer. ( Both
companies also plan to offer 50 noncommercial music formats.)

• STATION

This discussion of apotentially burgeoning audience for news/talk, and in
particular for talk radio, does not
diminish the huge audience popularity
and revenue success of adult contemporary and rock stations within the 18to- 34 age group — essentially the
children of baby boomers.
Opportunity
Rather, this discussion points to the
fact that as competition among local
station clusters has increased with the
economic downturn, owners will consider switching from poorly performing music formats to aformat that will
appeal to an aging boomer audience
that has long been loyal.
Although such a switch could be a
heady operational investment at atime
when the cry for streamlining costs
has infiltrated all stations in all markets, conventional wisdom has shown
that in radio, the winners generally are
those who are willing to stay ahead of
an ever-changing programming curve
and adapt to changes in the marketplace.
Here comes one of those changes:
Baby boomers are approaching their
peak earning years.
Vincent M. Ditingo is an assistant
professor of communication arts and
coordinator of the radio program at
the New York Institute of Technology.
Contact him
via
e-mail at
vditingo@aol.com.
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Programs and Services for Radio Stations
Mail info and photos to:

RVV Station Services, P.O. Box 1214. Falls Church, VA 22041

Dolans, BUYandHOLD Strike Deal
BUYandHold, an online brokerage firm, announced that Ken and Dana Dolan
will serve as spokespeople for the company.
The Dolans, whose financial call-in radio program is broadcast daily in nearly
200 markets on the WOR Radio Network, have more than 35 years of experience
over abroad range of personal finance subjects.
The Dolans are recipients of the only four-star rating for financial broadcasting
excellence from Newsweek magazine. They are the authors of three books on personal finance and one on e-commerce. They hosted their own show on CNBC for
four years, are former contributors to "CBS This Morning" and "CBS News
Saturday" and have
appeared on a variety
of
TV
programs
including "Wall Street
Week," "Today" and
"Live with Regis and
Kathie Lee." In 1996
they were voted into
the Radio Hall of
Fame.
The Dolans will
also provide financial
commentary as columnists in the Family
Finance section of the
company's Web site.
In addition, they will
appear as featured
speakers at BUY
andHOLD-sponsored
events and seminars.
For more information contact Trylon
Communications for
BUYandHOLD in New
York at ( 212) 7252295 or send e-mail to
harrisonw@tryloncommunications.com.
Ken and Dana Dolan
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coverage. Not content to sit on its laurels Aphex continued to research ways to improve performance even further.
The result is the 2o2oMk11.
New processing algorithms and circuit design, in addition to the fifteen proprietary circuits* from the original,
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astation the ability to create its own unique sonic signature. 'Jew features include asplit band optical high frequency limiter, alow distortion o,, ershoot compensated low

pass

filter* ( with no spurs), improved remote control

interface, RDS, and dual composile outputs.
Audition the new

2020

Mk11 on your station and you'll find that Aphex has really done its homework— creating a

processor with performance and features unmatched at any price. The 2o2oMk11 — in aclass by itself.

APMEX

SYSTEMS

Improving the way the world soundssm
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A
818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641 www.aphex.com
.(patented

or paten - pending)

Telos Digital Talkshow Systems
It takes you by surprise the occasional
phone call so clear and clean, you'd
swear your caller was in the very
next i
Dom. Wiat if your callers could
always sound this close and personal?
Introdicing the new generation of
digital talk show systems from Telos.
With intuitive, easy- to use controls
that help make your talk segments
smooth and error free (whether you're
juggling a few calls or a few dozen)
and

the latest advances in digital

phone hybrids from the company that
invented them. Never have your callers
sounded

Talk radio is suddenly intimate

so consistently loud

and

crystal clear - it's the next best thing to
having them there. Don't just talk to
your audience... get intimate.

Telos Systems. Connected.
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Telos Titf0x12 —
Integrated Taleshow System

11113•1111121•11
w ww.t elcs-systems.com

Using PC:11S or ISDN lines, the "IVV0x12 handles up to 12 callers on two built-in digital hybrids.
The ntetive phone controller tames even the wildest talk shows.

TELOS

SYSTEMS

NORTH

AMERICA:

+ 1.2 16.241.7225 •
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Fight Hum & Hiss
See Page 38

Resource for Radio On-Air, Production and Recording
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HHB: Big Sound in Tight Spaces Optimize
Your PC for
Digital Audio
Carl Lindemann

Suddenly, "active" or powered monitors are everywhere. A key advantage
for active designs is greater audio
accuracy.
In principle, bi-amping each speaker individually improves sound reproduction. But there is an added advantage for cramped studios. Amp
integration keeps things to a more
manageable size and saves the need to
make room for one externally.
The HHB Circle 3A active nearfield
monitors are an excellent choice when
space is at a premium. Given the 4.5inch woofer/mid driver, low- range
bass
reproduction
is
limited.
Fortunately, this becomes a non-issue
when you are monitoring voiceovers
and other typical radio material.
Signed, sealed, delivered
The Circle 3As are a sealed box
design with the drivers and electronics
mounted in a one-piece, acoustically
dead composite case. The 10.6- x 6.9x 8.7-inch form factor of the cabinet is
typical of mini- monitors.
The models are abi-amp design that
dedicates 60 W to the LF driver and 30

For voiceover

Increase Your
Computer's Overall
Audio Processing
Speed With a Few
Simple Changes
Bruce Bartlett
Many readers are using computer
workstations to edit radio programs
or create spots. If the editing
involves just two tracks, computer
speed is not too important.

tweeter is a ferro fluid cooled softdome design. Both LF and HF have

and radio work, there is

really no pressing need for heavy-duty bass
lower than 100 Hz.

www.LighthouseDigital.com

W to the HF driver. The bass/mid
range driver is a paper pulp cone; the

SCSI drives

HHB Circle 3As are in use at '
Living on Earth' studios.

Sallen and Key active filters.
The crossover point is at 3.5 kHz.

tend to be faster

On the front, an LED indicator under
the tweeter shows if power is on. It
also signals if the tweeter's emergency
breaker has been triggered to protect it
from overload. All controls are on the
back including a master volume control and aswitch to choose between an
unbalanced RCA plug or balanced
XLR input.
The only other connectors or controls are the power plug and on/off
switch. Everything is magnetically
shielded to work well in the proximity
of computer monitors.
The only issue with the layout of
the controls is that reaching around for

than IDE, but SCSI
costs more, and
many IDE drives
are fast enough.

But as productions become
increasingly elaborate — more bits.
more tracks and more effects
speed becomes critical.
The data flow of multitrack digital
See LINE OUT, page 36

See HHB, page 40
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Analog...AES/EBU...SynchrDnous...Asynchronous...All In One Frame
Sample Rate Converters On All Inputs
Expandable to 1024 x 102 4
Mono to Stereo Splitting & Stereo to Mono Mixing
Lighthouse Digital Syste.
800-323-8289

In the Spotlight
cast Richardson name may be new to you. but
its ideology is not...servicing the customer.
With the acquisition of turnkey distributor Broadcast
Richmond in the Spring of 2000. Richardson Electronics
realized the combined strengths of each organization
would result in a very dynamic product and
service offering.
The Broadcast Richardson name signifies an expanded
direction for the company. By combining the technical.
integration and consulting expertise of Broadcast

Ron mond with the wide product offering,
serv.ce levels and logistic strengths of Richardson
Elec sonic_s. Broadcast Richardson is prepared to lead
the way in the broadcast industry.
Complimenting its specialized, value-added services,
Broadcast Richardson draws from its over
200 franchised product lines to offer you true interproduct integration.
Turn to us for your next component, equipment or
system need!

From one of our 200 product lines!

11l'ciWr

AT1 K5
AM Transmitters

MT1K
FM Transmitters

Broadcast Richardson offers awide selection of AM ard FM
transmitter solutions. Responsive delivery is available
from our factories. Exceeding FCC requirements. or
equipment offers great reliability....at affordable prices!
A full offering of power levels is available. For modular
designs. RDS and stereo capabilities. ease. of use.
low operating costs.and reliable operaban —
make sure to ask for RFCAST!
Broadcast Richardson understands that the initial
sale of the equipment is only the beginning. We back
our products with full warranty protect•on.
immediate spa -eparts availability and
strong technical support.

Call Today! 800-348-5580
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More than 60 locations worldwide to serve you. E-mail: broadcast@rell com, Internet: www broadcast-richardson.corn,
Toll Free: 800-348-5580 ( U.S. & Canada), Australia: Castle Hill ACN 069 808 108 +61 (2) 9894-7288, Brazil: Rio De Janeiro +55 (21) 5214004, China: Shanghai + 86 (021) 6440-1284, Colombia, Sante Fe de Bogota, DC (57-1) 636-1028, Denmark: Hedentiusene +45 46555630, Finland: Helsinki + 35 (8) 9386-90110, France: Colombes Cedex +33.1.55.66.00.30, Germany: Puchheim +49 (89) 890 214-0, Italy:
Sesto Fiorentino ( FL) + 39 ( 055) 42 08 31, Japan: Tokyo +81 (3) 5215-1577, Korea: Seoul +82 ( 2) 539-4731, Malaysia: Selangor +60 ( 3)
5511-5421, Mexico: Mexico City 452 ( 5) 674-2228, Philippines: Pasig City 1'63 (
2) 636-8891, Singapore +65 487-5995, Spain:
Barcelona + 34 ( 93) 415 8303, Sweden: Stockholm +46856470590, Taiwan: Taipei +886 (2) 2698-3288, Thaáland: Bangkok +66 (2) 7494402, The Netherlands: Amsterdam +31 (20) 446 7070, Turkey: Istanbul +90 212 257 9506, United Kingdom: Slough +44 ( 1753) 733010,
Vietnam: Ho Chi Minh City +84 8823 301E, for other international inquiries call Corporate Headquarters: LaFox, IL (630) 208-2200, Fax .
(630) 208-2550 02001 Richardson Electronics, Ltd MK1089
Transmitter Components & Systems • Studio Equipment, Packages & Systerrs • Antennas • Cable TV • Microwave • Satellite
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Products for Radio Air & Production Studios
Mail info and photos to:

RW Product Guide, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

Tascam Tapes at

ENCO Releases

24-Bit With DA-98HR

PC-Based Phone Editor

The l'ascam DA-98HR is an STRSformat 24-bit multitrack modular digital tape recorder/player.
Designed for digital audio production, it provides record and playback
compatibility with DA98, DA88 and
DA38 tapes using the 16-bit, 44.1 kHz
or 48 kHz standard.

kHz switchable analog 110 boards. The
digital I/0 is implemented through two
DB25 connectors available in TDIF and
AES/EBU formats for interface into
any recording environment.
The DA-98HR offers an LCD display, synchronization addressing RS422,
parallel
control,
MIDI

Qed from ENCO Systems Inc. is a
PC- based phone- call editor for the
broadcast market.

The Qed supports transfer of files to
DADp R o32 libraries including compression and/or sample rate conversion.
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byt ENCO Systems

The unit includes eight tracks of 24bit, 192 kHz audio, is compatible with
the DA-78HR system and includes a
confidence monitoring feature, allowing for monitoring from tape while
recording.
It features digital ins and outs as
standard with optional 44.1/48/88.2/96

in/thru/out and MIDI Machine
Control and the capability of sampleaccurate stacking of up to 16 DTRS
units of any tape.
For more information contact
Tascam in California at ( 323) 7260303, fax (323) 727-7635 or visit the
Web site at www.tascam.com.

The system is a Windows 2000based, networkable, minitower workstation that features a Digigram professional DSP board, jog/shuttle
control surface and the Qed software.
The package without monitor sells
for $4,995.

Other automation systems can be supported. Additionally, the system is
CartChunk-compliant.
For more information contact ENCO
Systems Inc. in Michigan at (800) 3626797, fax (248) 827-4441 or visit the
Web site at www.enco.com.

Neumann Finds
Digital Solution
The Solution- D is Neumann's foray into the digital microphone market.
The unit features aspecial synchronization method for remote control of typical microphone parameters and mixing
console functions.
The system of the
Solution- D digital
microphone consists of
three components: the
Digital Microphone D01,
the
Digital
Microphone Interface
DMI-2 and Remote
Control Software RCS
that permits operation
and remote control of
the microphone.
Signal and data
transmission of the
microphone conform
to AES 42-2001. This
standard identifies
the transmission of
output signals, power
supply for the microphones and remote
control of typical
microphone functions
and parameters.
For more information contact Neumann in Connecticut
at ( 860) 434-5220,
fax ( 860) 434-3148
or visit the company
Web
site
at
www.neumann.com.

Up to 64 tracks • More than 4C DSP effects
DirectX*.Support • Crash recovery • Tons of
file formats • Optional MP3 encoder/decoder
Download ademonstration version from

www.cooledit.ccm

or call and we'll send afree demo/tutorial CD.
P.O. Box 62255
Phoenix, AZ 85082 USA

www.syntrillium.com
cepro.syntrillium.com

1 1-888-941-7100
(
t
00-0441414•, USA and Canada)
tel: + 1-480-941-4327
fax: + 1-480-941-8170
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Line Out
Continued from page 33

audio places high demands on computer speed, especially on hard drives.
Playback and recording of digital
audio require long, continuous periods
of streaming audio data.
The more tracks in use, and the
greater the bit depth and sample rate,
the faster the data flow has to be. The
more effects plug- ins that are used, the
greater the load on the CPU.
Clearly, you need a fast computer
for high- end audio editing. But you
also need to optimize its settings for
best results.
Let's consider some ways to speed
up the data flow and to reduce the
CPU usage. If you follow these tips,
you will have afaster system that handles more plug- ins and more tracks at
once. And clicks or audio glitches will
be less likely in CD burns or in file
playback.
Speed the hard drive
The hard drive should have a fast
average access time — under 9 milliseconds — and a high internal sustained transfer rate.
What transfer rate is needed? In
general, the data rate of digital audio
is the number of tracks times the sample rate times bytes ( 8bits = 1byte).
If the result is in kilobytes ( kB),
divide it by 1.024. If the result is in
Megabytes (MB), divide it by 1.04.

So the data rate of eight tracks of
44.1 kHz/16-bit audio ( 2 bytes) is 689
kilobytes per second; for 48/24 it is
1.1 Megabytes per second; and for
96/24 the rate is 2.2 MBps.
A full-blown production of 96/24
and 24 tracks can reach 6.6 MB per
second.
Real-time DSP processing for
effects may increase the rate by three
to five times. So the actual transfer rate
needed ranges from about 3.5 MBps
for eight tracks of 44.1/16 audio, to 33
MBps for 24 tracks of 96/24.

After Itweaked

The best current hard drives can
transfer about 66 MB with a PCI bus
and an Ultra ATA/100 interface — for
EIDE drives — or aSCSI interface for
SCSI drives. Do not use an ISA bus
interface — it tops out at 2MBps.
Hard drives with high rotational
speed or spindle rate ( 7,200 rpm or
greater) tend to have faster transfer
rate — arate of 10,000 rpm is recommended for 24-bit multitrack productions. SCSI drives tend to be faster

For 15 years QEI has manufactured a line
of technologically advanced grounded grid
FM transmitters that provide outstanding
performance and reliability.
SINGLE PHASE HIGH POWER FM
TRANSMITTERS
was the first broadcast equipment
offer

high- power

FM

transmitters able to operate from single

•
s

phase AC power sources. These products
allow the development of many transmitter
locations where providing 3 phase power
would be cost prohibitive.
COST EFFECTIVE SOLID-STATE FM
TRANSMITTERS

It •

QEI has been manufacturing solid-state FM transmitters since 1975,
longer than any other US manufacturer. The QUANTUM Series FM
transmitters are power efficient and very competitively priced. They
are designed in 600- watt increments so you can buy precisely the
amount of power output need.
QEI also manufactures the finest FM Modulation Monitor and Test
System available and the CAT- LINK Digital STL/TSL System.
Contact 0E1 today and let us put our innovations to work for your station.
Contact our sales department at 800-334-9154 ( International 856-7282020) or by e-mail at qeisales@qei-broadcast.com.
Web site http://www.gei-broadcast.com
QEI CORPORATION
PO Box 805 Williamstown NJ 08094 USA
800-334-9154\856-728-2020\856-629-1751 Fax

QUALITY

ENGINEERING

This process reorganizes files into
contiguous areas on the disk so that
each audio file can be accessed with
minimum head movements.
Format the audio- file disk or partition using the command FORMAT
[drive letter]: / z:32 or / z:64 ( the
largest possible for your disk).
That "/ z" switch creates bigger
cluster sizes, which reduces the number of read/write operations and file
fragmentation.
If your drive is SCSI, use drivers
that allow bus mastering. Install busmastering drivers for your hard drives
and enable Direct Memory Access
(DMA) for IDE drives. Both these
options can greatly speed data transfer
and reduce CPU usage.
To check for bus mastering in
Windows, go to Control Panel >
System > Device Manager > Hard
Disk Controllers and look for Bus
Master Controller.
To enable DMA, go to Control
Panel > System > Device Manager >
Disk Drives. Double-click your hard
drive, go to Settings and check the
DMA box. You will need to reboot if
you changed the DMA setting.
If you have both a master and a
slave IDE drive, record on the master
drive — it's faster.
After this is completed go to
Control
Panel >
System >
Performance > File System > Hard
Disk. Some computer systems work
better with Read- ahead optimization
set to minimum, other to maximum.
Switch the setting from Typical Role
to Network Server because it gives
higher priority to disk use.
In Performance > File system >
Troubleshooting, hit Disable Writebehind Caching for All Drives.
You can also speed the data transfer
of CD-ROM drives and CD burners. Go
to Control Panel > System > Device
Manager and double-click CD-ROM.
Select your model of CD-ROM.
Under Settings, check Disconnect,
Sync Data Transfer and DMA. Do not
check Auto- Insert Notification. Doing
so will cause the computer to interrupt
every few moments and check the
CD-ROM drive for a disk, which
steals CPU cycles away from the project at hand.
Complete this configuration then go

1

HIGHLY RELIABLE SINGLE TUBE GROUNDED GRID FM
TRANSMITTERS

to

the settings on my

transfer rate became three times faster!

For the last 30 years QEI has supplied innovative FM Transmission
solutions.

supplier

Defrag frequently
You should defragment the audio
file drive often or reformat it when
you are finished with all the files on it.

own computer system, the hard drive's sustained

THE SOURCE FOR SOLUTIONS

QEI

than IDE, but SCSI costs more and
many IDE drives are fast enough.
Use one hard drive for audio files
only and another hard drive for programs. Or use one disk partition for
audio files and another partition for
programs. If possible, use the lowerletter partition for audio files because
it is the faster part of the disk.

INNOVATION

August 1, 2001

to Control Panel > System >
Performance > File system > CDROM and set Supplemental Cache
Size to maximum.
Install lots of memory — 64 MB is
minimum, 128 MB is better and 256
MB is better still. The idea is to have
your programs running in RAM, rather
than swapping data to your hard drive.
Get the fastest CPU you can afford.
Consider using a non- accelerated
video card, because faster cards place
high demands on system timing. Do
not multitask ( run other programs)
while the audio is streaming. Each
additional task slows down the system.
The following tips apply only to
Windows on aPC:
Shut down background applications
such as screensavers, System Agent,
virus checkers and Windows sounds.
These apps can interrupt data flow. In
BIOS and in Windows, turn off power
management. Otherwise the system
might shut down at the wrong time. In
the taskbar, shut down unused programs to save memory.
On the Web, download the latest
drivers for your video card and hard
disk adapter.
Set colors to 16-bit because 24-bit
video wastes CPU cycles. Go to
Control panel > Display > Settings.
Set the cache
Go to Start > Run > and type
Sysedit to open system.ini in a text
editor. Then find [ vcache].
Under [ vcache],
make
sure
MinFileCache and MaxFileCache are
both set to 4096, if your computer has
32 MB of RAM, or 8192, if your computer has 64 MB or more of RAM.
Then save system.ini and reboot.
These settings do not affect audio
performance, but keep the file cache
from taking up too much memory.
Sometimes, setting Hardware acceleration to less than maximum can speed
up audio throughput. After the reboot,
go to Control Panel > System >
Performance > Graphics > Advanced.
Then go to Performance > Virtual
Memory and select " Let me specify
my own virtual memory settings."
Make these settings:
Hard disk: Usually C. Choose adisk
other than the one you use for digital
audio.
Minimum: Set to 2.0 - 2.5 times the
size of your RAM.
Maximum: Same value as minimum.
Leave " Disable virtual memory"
unchecked.
Click "OK" and restart Windows.
The more effects plug- ins you use,
the fewer tracks you can mix, because
effects put abig load on the CPU.
You might be able to get around this
problem by installing a DSP card,
such as the TC Work Powercore. It
handles the processing for the plugins. The plug- ins can access the card
rather than the CPU. You can install
multiple cards to expand the system.
If you have aprogram that measures
disk throughput, you might want to
measure your system's speed before
and after each change mentioned
above. That way you will know which
changes were effective.
After Itweaked the settings on my
own computer system, the hard drive's
sustained transfer rate became three
times faster! Ihope your changes will
be as effective.

LOOKS LIKE
lAtEellE PSET TH E
COMPETITION.
AGAIN.
INTRODUCING
THE ALL NEW
32KD DIGITA:
AUDIO NETWORI
FROM SAS

And really, this should come as no surprise.
Consider our fifteen pars of industry experience designing and
producing intelligent audio products for radio b
ocdcesting.
Consider our lonc,standing commitment to listenirg to your needs
and ideas—and-iespcnding.
Consider the all new 32KD Digital Audio Network
This modular, digtal-core routing system procEssess more audio,
routes more signols, rd provides more use control than any
other system in t
Sclass.
At any given moment, routing. miùig, signal
processing, IFB, mix-minus, and more, run
simultaneously without corflict. And all this
functionality is readily accessible via ft or
dedicated control panels—igt the uay
you like it.
For more details about te impressive capabilities of the 32KD, give
us acall or visit or web site.
SAS. Doing more for radio. Again.

Digital Core
Routing System
Scalable Up to
4,096 Channels
Digital and Analog
24 Bit I/O
Concurrent MultiChannel Switching
(5.1/7.1 Surround)
ATM Network
Data Linking
Fibre Optic
Interconnect
256 Channels
in 5RU

,/%/%
SAS

SIERRA
AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS

818 840 6749
stisaudio.com
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Pump the Volume, Not the Noise
The Cedar DeNoise Eliminates Pesky Background
Hum and Hiss With a Simple Fingerprint
ing or greatly reducing constant background noise. Other more esoteric

Ken R.
Sometimes noises are good — for
example, if you are trying to isolate a
component that is failing intermittently. Each crackle and hum gets you
closer to your goal.
Usually, however, noises are bad,
like those on old tapes that almost
drown out the program material.
Audio can be affected by all manner
of colorful background hums, crackles, pops, and the all-time analog
favorite, hiss. Fluorescent light hum,
air conditioner drone and even crowd
hubbub mar audio you hear even on
national newscasts.
A number of software and hardware
products designed to deal with these
irritants exist. But, my friends, now
there is renewed hope of ridding your
audio of these unwanted guests forever.
Fingerprinting solves crimes
British company Cedar Audio
makes a variety of sound restoration
tools that are pricey but effective. The
sound tool Ideal with is the Cedar
DeNoise, available only through Sadie
and priced at $ 2,500.
The product is helpful in eliminat-

):
F
zu i.,
1-1441Mtlil+litl&41.1 1=11c:q

Cedar DeNoise for Sadie4
flaws in sound such as dropouts, tape
squeal, phase shift and azimuth prob-
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Radio World celebrates 25 Years by giving you
$25.00 off the regular subscription price.
Take advantage of this Silver Anniversary offer and enjoy
the newspaper for Radio Managers & Engineers
at this lowest rate ever.
Don't miss our

Siluer Sweepstakes

in which

25 lucky winners will win valuable prizes!
Look for contest details in this issue.
Special Introductory Rates • For New Subscribers Only
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lems will have to wait for a separate
article.
Hardware products such as those
made by dbx and others allow the user
simply to set a threshold and then
gradually or suddenly gate all audio

Fax (

Your subscription begins upon receipt of payment.
IMAS Publishing appears on all financial transactions.

below that level. Cedar works on adifferent principle.
The user samples the noise source
prior to or between the desired audio
segments by holding down the mouse
clicker for about a second. Cedar
makes a digital fingerprint of the
background noise.
From that point, it is an easy matter
to slide down the " attenuate" fader
onscreen until you achieve the result
you seek.
Note, DeNoise only works with
steady-state noise or constant noise; it
will not remove background TV audio
from avoice tape, for example.
My typical application is removing
hiss and occasionally hum from
audiotapes recorded in the 1960s and
'70s. Sometimes the hiss is barely
noticeable; sometimes it makes a second- or third- generation dub almost
unlistenable.
Jingle squiggle
The process begins by loading our
program material through the analog
ports of the Sadie system. The software lets you look at the audio
onscreen in colorful solid blocks, or,
with the click of a mouse, as waveforms, which show the main audio and
the spaces between clearly.
In our case, we are restoring PAMS
ID jingles recorded in the halcyon
days of Top 40 for AM stations such
as WLS, WABC, WFIL and others.
When viewed onscreen as waveforms,
ajingle package of 20 cuts is seen as
red squiggles representing the music,
with four- second gaps between them
representing the alleged silence
between the cuts.
For purposes of this article, we are
using jingles from Radio Luxembourg.
These have a moderate level of hiss
and hum, mostly apparent between the
jingles but clearly present through soft
passages in the music itself.
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Once the jingles are recorded onto
Sadie, Iaccess the Cedar module by
clicking on the processing icon, selecting Cedar DeNoise and bringing it into
the path of the virtual mixer. Now the
fun begins.
As Ilisten, Ican hear the noise I
wish to eliminate. Playing through the
selection, I briefly hold down the
"sample noise" icon between cuts. A
small box immediately pops up with a
digital picture of the offending hiss
and hum, featuring dB as the vertical
aspect of the scale and frequency in
Hz as the horizontal.
Hum and hiss
This particular noise has a hum
component centered around 60 Hz and
a hiss component centered around 3.2
kHz. NO matter, Cedar is about to
improve both greatly in one pass.
Again playing through the audio,
this time manually lowering the attenuation fader as Igo, Ihear the junk
disappear as if by magic.
Let me pause here to say that
Digidesign Pro Tools offers a module
designed to work in a similar manner,
but in my experience it twists and
muffles the desired audio with as little
as afew dB of noise reduction.
The software causes artifacts and a
loss of high-end content. It also eats
reverb trails, twisting them into something unpleasant. Not so with Cedar.
Like a surgical laser cutting away
unhealthy cells while leaving the
healthy ones, Cedar DeNoise zeros in
on and gets rid of at least 10 dB of
noise, and in some cases as much as
20 dB without affecting the jingles in
the slightest.
This is enough to save all but the
most hopeless audio. From this point it
is a simple matter to " bounce" the
entire audio chunk through Cedar with
the level of noise reduction Iwant,
replacing the original flawed version
of the jingles in the edit decision list
onscreen.
Iown one tape of some people horsing around in the PAMS studios, and
everyone is at least 10 feet from the
microphone. This dub is second-generation and recorded on quarter- track
machines in 1972, but it is historically
interesting and Iwanted to see if I
could salvage it by removing the
almost unbearable hiss.
After sampling a portion of the
noise alone, Ibegan attenuating. At
about 10 dB a great deal of the noise
went away and the voices still sounded
very natural.
At about 18 dB down, most of the
noise was gone, but the voices took on
a rather Martian distortion. It was
much easier to hear every word clearly, but it was like looking at an image
in afun house mirror.
After following a suggestion by a
Sadie tech, Ibounced the audio with
about 10 dB of attenuation, then
resampled a slightly different section
of noise and did a second pass with
Cedar taking out about another 5 dB
of noise with good results.
Several years ago Idid some consulting work for the Toledo police, filtering out noise from audio surveillance tapes. Ididn't have Cedar then,
but Idid the best Icould using parametric EQ with moderate results.
The key there was just to be able to
understand what was being said. The
See CEDAR, page 39
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which is used at Skywalker Ranch,
Fox, Universal Studios and Disney.
Other Cedar audio restoration modules

products available as rack- mount modules.
Ken R. is aformer broadcaster and

Continued from page 38

DeNoise module is much more accurate and would be perfect for that sort
of use, even if it distorted things abit.
From the source
Iwas so amazed with the product
that Icontacted Gordon Reid, managing director of Cedar Audio, who
explained that its success comes down
to the quality of the signal processing
algorithms.
"It's relatively easy to remove
unwanted sounds from a signal," he
said. "What's much more difficult is to
detect these in the presence of a
desired signal, isolate them and
remove or reduce them without introducing unwanted artifacts.
"You can remove all of the unwanted noise by just turning down the
amplifier to zero, but that also
removes the signal. So it's not how
much noise you remove that matters;
it's the compromise between noise
reduction and the unwanted side
effects."
The software lets you improve on
nature by manually redrawing the

Product Capsule:
Cedar De Noise

4.

Thumbs Up
Removes constant noise sources
with surgical precision
Little or no damage to
underlying audio
Processes mono or stereo
source material
./ Simple operation

Thumbs Down
./ Expensive for a software produ
Produces odd artifacts if
used to extreme
./ Useful only for constant
noise sources
./ A certain degree of skill and
taste are needed for best results
Suggested retail price is about S2,500.
For more information contact Cedar

The biggest advantage

to Cedar is that

it is gentle to music, leaving the highs alone and
not twisting up the percussion.

include DeClick, DeThump and
DeCrackle. In addition to software
solutions, the company makes its

jingle studio operator.
He can be reached via e-mail at
kenr5367@aol.com.

•

Gordon Reid

Fast teasyt
nexpens ye!
.
VoxPro PC.

Audio in Maine at ( 207) 828-0024,
(207) 773-2422 or visit the Web sj'
www.cedaraudio.corn

noise fingerprint if you so desire. It
also lets you store and recall settings
you come up with which might be
reused. Within the Sadie system, you
can zoom in and out on the fingerprint
onscreen to see more detail.
Real time
Cedar DeNoise works in real time.
The company believes it is vital for
the engineer to hear the processing as
it is performed.
In additional tests on different types
of constant noise sources, the program
did well. Ifound that sometimes, only
5 to 10 dB of noise reduction is sufficient to clean up avoice tape and make
it easier to understand. Hiss and hum
were reduced in all cases with little or
no effect on the underlying audio.
The biggest advantage to Cedar is
that it is gentle to music, leaving the
highs alone and not twisting up the
percussion. In fact, it is almost impossible to notice any effect on music in
most cases.
Cedar recently introduced the DNS
1000, a tool for dialogue clean up,

Buy it now. You'll be ahero...
and on your way to Employee of the Year.

The Planet's Fastest, EasiEst Phone Editor

See the demo on our Web site. Available at your favorite distributor.

206.842.5202

audionlabs.com

©2001 Audion Laboratories, Inc. All rights reserved. VoxPro and VoxPro PC
are trademarks of Audion Laboratohes. Inc., Bainbridge Island, WA.
For availability or distributor information for either Mac or PC platforms contact Audion Laboratories.
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HHB
Continued from page 33

power switch is abit tiresome. The
simple solution here was connecting
the pair to asurge suppressor.
Also, the way the power connectors
stick straight out the back panel makes
it impractical to place the units flush
against awall. Perhaps the workaround
here is finding a right-angle plug to
replace the ones included.
the

Performance
These quibbles are not unique to the
Circle 3s. In fact, they seem to be
commonplace with most units on the
market.
At my home studio, Itested the

Circle 3s while monitoring, mixing
and mastering some voiceover work
for local clients as well as radio features for PRI's program " Beyond
Computers."
The overall sound was smooth and
steady from the low mids on up. For
voiceover and radio work, there is
really no pressing need for heavy-duty
bass lower than 100 Hz.
Though the voice work was done in
mono, listening to well-produced CDs
was terrific. The 3-D presence of the
soundstage was impressive.
Tracks with thumping deep bass
still managed to intimate the sound
without turning it into an annoying
muddy rumble. Throughout, ear
fatigue was minimal — unlike some
"surgically accurate" monitors Ihave
used.

Also, these units managed to do acredible job
when cranked up. No,
they don't get nearly as
loud as the Circle 5s,
which are the next models up in the HHB line.
But they managed to get
to their limits without
noticeable distortion. I
did not crank these till
the tweeter protection
kicked in, but it was nice
to know that it was there.
For a second opinion,
these were pressed into
service at NPR's "Living
on Earth" studios in
Cambridge, Mass.
The production cycle
at LOE begins in a pair

Affordable Custom
Broadcast Furniture

HHB

Circle 3A

of closet-sized studios, each equipped
with basic digital workstations. Here,
audio gathered in the field gets loaded
into the system. Producers check to be
sure that what they heard through
headphones made it to the recording
while splicing it up into sound bites.
The dual setup assures everyone
access. A single Circle 3 fit comfortably into each space. For LOE
Technical Director Dennis Foley, the
Circle 3s are agood match here.
"Our mini studios tend to be limited
in their sound quality design and are
very small; the HHBs are responsive
enough for comfortable listening and
not too boomy as to make the closedin walls vibrate excessively," said
Foley.
Plenty

big

Circle 3As are plenty for
handling most radio production projects where the focus is on midrange
frequencies and not reproducing bass
notes in pipe organs. The clean and
pleasing mid- to- upper reproduction
makes it especially suited for voice
work.
The units are loud enough to do the
job individually, but also are a standout for stereo listening. Given the size,
the models are ideal for smaller installations.
The Circle 3As also do well on the
road. At 11 pounds each, they are a
snap for setting up shop on the road
with a laptop equipped for audio production.
IIle 11F113

e

Product Capsuli
ell.

Designed, Constructed
Delivered and Installed By...

HHB Circle 3A
Nearfield Monitors

Thumbs Up
/ Excellent for voiceover work
/ High, undistorted sound levels
in a small size
Clean 3-D stereo imaging
HHB purple décor

ECH1101.06 111
Studio Furniture

Ph: ( 610) 640-1229
Fax: ( 610) 296-3402

Standard Configurations
Made To Order

32 Pennsylvania Ave., Malvern, PA 19355
Visit our web site for more info

www.studiotechnology.com

—

—
m

Thumbs Down
On-off switch on back
/ Power cord design makes it hard
to pos.tion lush against walls
Suggested list price: S795/pair

For more information contact HHB USA
in California at (
31D) 319-1111 or visit
the Web site at wv.rwhhbusa.com.

Tech Updates

Buyer's Guide
Cabinetry, Cables & Switching
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stant electrical characteristic.
for producing the baseball
The audio wiring was termibroadcasts and their feed to
nated on " Molex Blocks"
our uplink.
while the logic wiring was
WRKO(AM) produces a
terminated on Krone punch - syndicated program, " The
delays in equipment and
blocks. Once the facility
Howie Carr Show," which is
Entercom Boston Gets New Studios,
wiring, the company had the
equipment was delivered, the
distributed through the ABC
Furniture & Wiring for the Digital Age
personnel and strategies in
cables were run to cable trays
radio network. We must proplace to accomplish the
and the terminations for the
vide a feed with automation
by John Kennedy
One of the better decisions
wiring at our facility.
studios were completed.
tones and a separate delay
Director of Engineering
that Imade as project managEven though our conversion
We run the gamut here from
system to ABC. And the list
Entercom Boston
er was to put the system's
to digital is still a few years
our "inyour-face" active rock
goes on and on.
engineering, facility pre - off, our new facility wiring is
Dis at WAAF(FM), to the
We decided to go with cusBOSTON
A consolidation
wiring, furniture design and
digital ready.
sports talk of WEEI(AM).
tom furniture tor our two AM
project is the ultimate wiring,
construction and installation
talk radio stations. We wanted
equipment and furniture chalin the capable hands of
to have the potential for two
lenge. With the transition to
Harris Broadcast.
co- hosts and space for up to
digital, it can also mean startAfter reviewing quite afew
three guests in each of the
ing from ground zero to create
system integrators, we chose
studios.
a facility that meets your staHarris because of the competAnd we wanted to ensure
tions' needs today and far into
itive pricing and the compathat the co- hosts were posithe future when the transition
ny's good work on another
tioned to see each other as
is completed.
Entercom installation project
well as viewing their guests.
So when our Boston radio
in Buffalo, N.Y. We then
With the custom configuration
stations — WAAF(FM),
tasked them with afairly diffiwe accomplished that while
WEEI(AM), WRKO(AM) and
cult deadline.
fitting everything else that we
WQSX(FM) — needed to
needed in our constricted
replace aging equipment and
Build-out
space.
reconfigure for their changing
Our general contractor was
We were able to match the
broadcast needs, it became
scheduled to complete the stulaminates and wood finishes
clear to our parent company
dio build-out in early January
of the Primeline modular furEntercom Communications
of 2001 and we had to move
niture to the custom pieces to
Corp., itself one of the counin at the end of February. The
create a seamless design eletry's fastest- growing media
company had less than 60
ment for the facility's control
companies, that it was time to
days to move in all the studio
room and remaining producEntercom Engineering Room Rack Layout
consolidate the stations into
furniture and equipment and
tion studios at a considerably
one facility.
complete the wiring and
While wiring, connecting
Each has unique configuration
lower cost point. And the
and integrating the systems,
needs for their shows.
average person really can't
the personnel discovered that
WEEI(AM), the flagship
tell the difference between
connections in some terminal
station for the Boston Red
these furniture units.
room wiring were faulty due
Sox network, needs a studio
See HARRIS, page 44
to a problem with the tooling
and manufacturing procedures
from athird-party vendor.
Again, Harris saved the day
by repairing or replacing
those connections on- site to
keep the project on time. The
company's on-site installation
crew was excellent and dedicated to the project.

Harris Fulfills Growth Needs

WRKO(AM) Talk Studio
That consolidation resulted
in the creation of our 26,500square- foot, $ 4.5 million
showcase broadcast center.
As director of engineering
for Entercom Boston, Ibecame
involved in the planning and
evaluation of broadcast equipment, so it seemed a logical
progression for me to assume
the role of project manager of
the construction/relocation
project.

installation of our master control with SAS router and
intercom, newsroom and 18
new studios.
Because of the accelerated
installation timeline, Harris
did pre- wiring of all of the
consoles and equipment at its
Carlsbad Calif., facility, then
shipped the wiring, harnesses
and patch bays pre-assembled.
But when unforeseen circumstances caused some

The lion's share
The core of our broadcast
center is our Harris- provided
Pacific AMX, BMX -III and
Airwave Digital consoles with
the SAS 64000 routing
switcher and an AudioVault
audio delivery system by
Broadcast Electronics.
Each of our studios is connected to this center with 24pair Belden AES-3 digital
cable and 25 -pair CAT- 5
cable. The CAT- 5 cable was
used for the logic wiring and
for Ethernet signals. The
inter- room wiring was also
completed off-site.
Not every audio source in
our facility is fully digital yet,
but AES-3 also is an excellent
analog cable providing a con -
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Mager Outfits Purdue Stations
by Michael Gay
Manager of Engineering Services
Purdue University
Ind.
Public
radio stations at major universities do not
remodel often.
WBAA(AM) is the oldest radio station
in the state of Indiana and represents
Purdue University as the local National
Public Radio affiliate. WBAA(FM) offers
fine arts programming to Purdue and the
surrounding community.
The studios on the Campus of Purdue
University in West Lafayette, Ind., are
laid out pretty much as they were built in
WEST LAFAYETTE,

1940. Finally the opportunity came to
rebuild the facility and expand the space.
We wanted everything to be of high quality because we did not know when this
opportunity would present itself again.
We knew that the studio furniture we
would choose was going to have to last,
and we knew we wanted something that
would complement our four new studios,
designed by Russ Berger Design Group.
We looked at many options for studio
furniture and submitted drawings of the
space to several manufacturers for ideas.
Mager Systems Inc. came up with an
organic design made from solid surface
that added interest to a space designed

with many straight lines. It
provided many options,
which allowed the furniture
to be tailored to our needs.
Mager worked well with
Russ Berger Design Group
in choosing appropriate
materials and colors for our
space. On site, Mager and
his staff were prompt, courteous and efficient. Istill
find it hard to believe that atruckload of
pieces arrived Thursday and Ihad equipment loaded in the furniture by Sunday
evening.
Ijust hope Mager is still building stu-

dio furniture in 60 years, when we decide
to remodel again.
For information contact Mager
Systems in Arizona at (623) 780-0045 or
e-mail mager@magersystems.com.

Products & Services
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Mic Boom Arms
*Noise-free, precision
microphone placement
*Holds amultitude of mics
*Black or beige finish
*Large selection of mounts
& risers available
*Order from your favorite
dealer today!

ALLIED
INDEPENDENT

REPRESENTATION

Contact Dave Burns ( 765) 935-3893
Email: dbocw@aol.com

The DTMF-16 TouchTone

Decoder
DTME-Itu , hown mu!,
optional rack MOM

IÊrçuitWerkes

e
MOM

Inexpensive & Convenient Control
• Decodes all 16 DTMF
tones.
> Bridging input accepts a
wide audio range.
> High current optoisolated
outputs.
Jumper selectable beeptone
acknowledges
commands.
Momentary or interlocked
latching output modes.
e Two tone decoder & antifalsing filter
improve
reliability & versatility.
Silencer option completely
removes DTMFtonesfrom

its adjustable, balanced
output.

The DTMF-16 is perfect for
interfacing networks to your
automation, controlling remote
satellite receivers, repeaters, etc.
Connect it to an audio source
and its outputs will operate
wheneverthere's atone. With
a list price of only $ 199, the
compact & rugged DTMF-16
can be put almost anywhere to
provide the remote controlsthat
you need.
For more info,
contact us or your favorite
broadcast supplier.

Retrieve and Review
EAS Logs... from yc,tir rgfice
Dawning's Secure Network Interface provides a
simple and cost-effective method for any broadcast
location to quickly and easily retrieve and transmit
FCC Emergency Alert System test and activation
logs, even those from your remote locations. Imagine
having this information automatically delivered to
you for regular review as
required by the FCC!

Technical Specs:
• Dimensions:
5.6W x4.61) x 1.FH
• Serial Connection:
RJ-45 8-pin Serial Port
• Ethernet Network Connection: RJ-45
• FTP or email data delivery options
• Programmable serial ports connections
• Definable IP address and network connection parameters

CircuitWerkes

• List Price: $595

3716 SW 3rd Place

• (>)

Gainesville, FL 32607
(352)335-6555/fax 380 0230
Internet: www.circuilwerkes.com
TouchionetsarepsteredtrademarkolAT&T

IfThIthlt ools

dfflwrunq

Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our flexible line of remote access and
control equipment gives you elegantly fuinctional solutions to your control requirements
without the need for "custom boxee.

CIF

II II

DC 8A Dial-Up Remote Control
Controls and monitors 8external devices from any
touch-tone telephone with extremely flexible programmable features.

The STATI-CAT LIGHTNING
PREVENTION SYSTEM provides
acontinuous, low-resistance
discharge path for the static
electric charge on tall structures.
Dissipation points are 1/8"
stainless steel rods.
This affordable and rugged system has
proven itself in the field for over 15 years.

SRC-1616L Serial Remote Control
Equipped with 16 optoisolated and CMOS/TTL compatible inputs and 16- Relay (Form C) outputs that
may be controlled from ahost computer, or apair of
units can be used in astand-alone configuration
(relay extension cord).

SRC 8Serial Remote Control
The SRC-8provides ameans of adding 8channels of remote control to RF, wireline and fiber type
STL systems and may also be used with dedicated
modems (full & half duplex models).

PSC Programmable Schedule Controller
Stores and controls up to 160 events with Hour/Minutes/Seconds, Day/Month/Year, or Day of Week with
Daylight Savings Time correction. 20 SPST relays
and/or 32 serial custom commands provided.

P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 81499-2548
Toll Free Ph: 888-325-5336 • Fax: 505-326-2337

Internet: www.broadcasttools.com

IV

MSO8Control Panel
Provides aconvenient way to add front panel control to our smaller profile products with eight LEDindicator-equipped switches.

•
MC -16 Telephone Hybrid/Coupler

BOS, ROS & PBB-24 Switch Panels

Full featured telephone line coupler/hybrid provides
32 programs; 32 ASCII strings (DTMF to ASCII); 64
macros; 16 relays; auto answer; 4-digit access
codes and much more.

The BOS offers 12 N.O. dry contact switches with
status LEDs in adesktop panel. The ROS is similar, but in asingle-space rack unit. The PBB-24
provides 24 momentary buttons that can be programmed to output ASCII character strings.

SSM Smart Silence Monitor

UI 411 Universal Interface

Monitors any stereo or two independent monaural
sources and generates alarms indicating loss of
carrier when white noise and/or silence is detected.

Perfect for adding logic functions to mechanical
switches/relays, adding remote functions to transmitter control/logic, detecting phone line "ring", etc.

Check out our web site for product information. list pricing and alist of distributors!
Write or call For aFree brochure and design

1-800 -332 -0499

www.dawning.com/MW

E-mail: bIlA broadcasttools.com

Voice: 360 . 854 . 9559
Fax: 360 . 854 . 9479

BROADCAST
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Innovative Problem Solving Tool For Broadcast
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Studio Tech Establishes Basis

Three Tiers

Studio Technology now offers a line of standard- configuration furniture
called Basis. The furniture is priced to be competitive with modular furniture,
but is is built to order, thereby retaining customization.

For Wheatstone
Wheatstone has designed a series of studio furniture to accommodate a
range of decor and budget requirements.
The series offers diversity through three design choices that incorporate
the same rigid steel interior structural elements but differ in exterior finish
details.
The Preference Series combines the wood with smooth, rounded- edge
wood- trimmed cabinet panels that use horizontal grade high-pressure laminates. The countertops, available in standard or custom colors, have
radiused handcrafted corners and rounded wood trim. This series is available with non- wood- trimmed solid- surface materials.

The Eclipse Series is designed for studios where use of space must be
optimized. Like the Preference Series, this furniture features rack space in
the wing counters, steel machine- tapped components, top and bottom ventilation, removable doors, dual-access punchblock enclosure and rack space
included in the console counter pedestals.
The -console counter's front steel U- beam provides support as well as a
convenient location for built-in headphone jacks.
The Techline Series embodies the interior structural features and details
of the other series, but features cost-effective countertops edged with a
vinyl bullnose.
The furniture lines accept the Wiremax Studio interface system, which
allows standard off- the- shelf cabling to interface to Wheatstone, Audioarts
and Auditronics products via source machine native connectors.
For trore information contact Wheatstone Corp. in North Carolina at
(252) 638-7000, fax ( 252) 637-1285 or visit the company Web site at
www.wheatstone.com.

The line features three standard configurations starting at $ 3,900 plus shipping. Each can be purchased without making any design changes; or the configurations can be used as the basis for studio furniture design and modified
to suit individual needs and repriced accordingly.
Standard configurations were designed to fit a range of console sizes and
will work with the tabletop or cut- in consoles. In general, each configuration
will fit in astudio of 11 by 11 feet.
Standard materials are used in the construction of the furniture, but can be
modified according to specification.
The base cabinetry consists of assembled boxes. Two people can assemble a
studio in an hour with abattery-powered screw gun and a7/I6- inch wrench.
For more information contact Studio Technology in Pennsylvania at ( 610)
640-1229 or visit the Web site at www.studiotechnology.com.

M

'ST 'O
Engineered for
Reliability
A Power Levels from lkW to 30kW
A

High Efficiency, Grounded Grid
Single Tube Design

A

Wideband Quarter Wave Cavity
for Lowest Synchronous AM

A

Solid State Driver with Patch
Around Capability

A

Optional Automatic Power
Control & VSWR Fold back

You
can measure...

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
The RvIM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greateu degree of
:recis on measurement than ever before...You can meas ire S/N below
e dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations
beter than 70 dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
D.25 c1 1
3, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and m ich more...
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurementsa leeam.

EL.qpi

www.belar.com

(
610)

F 87-5550

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333
efor more information on Beier AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors.

A

Motorized Tuning Controls

A

Advanced Overload & Protection
Circuitry

A

Power Failure
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Automatic Re-start After

A

INEXPENSIVE!

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER CORPORATION
4835 N. Street • Marcellus, NY 13108 •

PH: 315/673-1269 •

Fax: 315/673-9972

E-mail: info@armstrongtx.com • swnv.armstrongtx.com
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Did you see
these
breaking
stories?
Radio Netherlands
to Expand North
America Slate

UPDATES

Design Virtual

SAS Digital

Wiring With Clark

Audio Router

Clark Wire & Cable has incorporated a custom panel-design program
on the company Web site with the panels and connectors already drawn.
The service is free.
The program works by prompting the user to select one of four options:
custom rack- mountable panel, custom stage boxes, custom wall plates or a
custom panel where the user can supply his or her own dimensions.
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Designed as a modular, distributed
core audio routing system, the 32KD
from Sierra Automated Systems can
perform audio functions including
routing, mixing, sound processing,
IFB and mix- minus.
It uses distributed time division
multiplexed bus architecture, which
the company says enhances fault tolerance and minimizes the effect of
any single-point failure.

«¡Moe

Once the type of panel is selected, the user can choose to add, remove
and rotate connectors to the panel; add designators to be engraved and
white-filled; and print acopy of the finished drawing or send it to Clark for
aquotation.
The choice of connectors range from asimple XLR to a45-degree Triax
connector, as well as video, data and voice connectors. Each can also bear
up to 20 characters of text.
With more than 50 connectors to choose from, this program gives users
the versatility to design anything from a 1RU panel to acustom 25- x 50inch panel.
For more information contact Clark Wire & Cable visit the Web site at
www.clarkwc.com.

Multiple processors in each frame
distribute command functions and
increase reliability. Modules and power supplies are designed to be hotswapped.
The mainframe is 6 RU high and
can house 21 module locations. Each
frame supports 512 I/O chair-els plus
network interfaces, control, processing
and power. The backplane supports
1,024 local and remote chanre.k. Fiber
optics interfaces allow multiple mainframes to be networked, for titoimited
channels. Dual counter rotating rings
provide redundant paths.
Very large systems are cost-effective thanks to linear expansioc .ATM
data format allows long :dt>tance
transport.
Other features: breakout to various
connectors; assignable processors;
routable non- audio signal,s such as
serial data and contacts; many points
of access for control; Windows control software.
For information call (818) 8406749 or visit www.sasaudio.com.

Harris
Continued from page 41
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With our 18 studios in constant use
now, Harris Primeline and custom furniture have covered our bases with
their flexibility, design and durability.
Ow! My back!
Moving day finally arrived. And
even with an extensive-studio punchout list after the big day, the company's service has been outstanding.
My engineering staff is pleased
because we now have a well- documented installation master plan that
makes troubleshooting much quicker
and easier. The wiring system
installed by Harris makes additional
wiring simple.
Our talent is pleased with the new
studios and layout. They also discovered that the World Feed Panels —
studio I/O panels with all popular
connections that were installed in
every studio — allow them quickly to
patch in portable source equipment
without much effort or worry about
finding the proper cables.
Thanks to Harris, a large project
became infinitely more manageable

Entercom Engineering Room With Molex Wiring
and the result was a facility that has
something for everyone while focusing on our daily broadcast needs.
John Kennedy is a 24-year broadcast veteran and former vice chairman of the SBE chapter in Boston. He

is DOE for Entercom Boston, overseeing astaff offive engineers.
For more information contact
Harris Broadcast in Ohio at ( 800)
622-0022, fax (513) 459-3890 or visit
www.broadcast.harris.com. •
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Gepco Improves
DT1 2 Connector
The Gepco V37 Series of DT12
connectors features alow-profile, metal, universal termination design. The
V37 replaces the company's VKC
Series of connectors.
Exterior components of the connector are made of hard anodized
machined aluminum with left-hand
threaded back shell and back nut sections. This construction makes the
design useful in mobile production and
hostile environments.
When properly terminated, the metal- on- metal thread grip coupled with

the reverse-thread mechanism prevents
accidental loosening of the backshell.
Unlike setscrew type designs, a terminated V37 is both secure and weathertight. In addition, wrench flats now are
present for assembly and disassembly.
The V37 features a universal cable
design that enables it to be terminated
to either large or small diameter
cables, with or without steel mesh cord
grips or XLR fanouts. It has a resizable multipiece gland/strain relief that
seals the interior of the connector from
outside elements.

The metal backnut is
multi- stepped internally to
accept large and small
metal cord grips. This
design seats the cord grip
after the strain- relief,
allowing the seal to remain
uncompromised.
In addition to functional
improvements, the V37
Series has athin profile and
low weight. The new connectors weigh only about an
ounce more than the original VKC thermoplastic connectors.
As with the original Gepco DT12
connectors, the new V37 has a crackproof neoprene insulator, gold-plated
solder contacts as a standard feature

and is mateable with existing D112 type connectors.
For more information contaci
Gepco hzternational Inc. in Illinois ai
(847) 795-9555, fax ( 847) 795-8770 or
visit the Web site at www.gepco.com.

RF Connectors
Go Sub-Miniature
The RSA-3000-I connector from
RF Connectors is an addition to the
company's sub- miniature line of
SMA, SMB, MB, MCX and miniature pin plugs and receptacles.
SMA connectors are used in highfrequency and microwave applications. This SMA straight crimp plug
features Teflon insulation, agold-plated contact and anickel-plated body.
The unit is designed for simple
assembly and crimp installation in
use with Times Microwave LMR400, Belden 7810A or Belden 9913
low-loss RG-8/U type cables. Other
SMA connectors are available for
RG-174/U, RG-142/U, RG-8X and
low- loss cables from Belden,
CommScope and Times Microwave.
For more information contact RF
Industries in California at ( 858)
549-6340, fax (858) 549-6345 or
visit the company Web site at
www.rfindustries.com.

Isolation Rack Cuts
Computer Noise
The S24DG isolation rack from
Middle Atlantic Products is designed to
house computers and hard-drive arrays
and cut down on noise pollution that
these technologies may produce.

The 24-space S24DG isolation rack is
lined with absorptive material and
includes agasketed Plexiglas front door
and agasketed solid rear door for sound
insulation. The rear door has abuilt-in
quiet fan and filter with abrush grommet
at the door bottom to allow sealed cable
exit for noise and airflow control.
For more information contact
Middle Atlantic Products Inc. at (973)
839-1011, fax (973) 839-1976 or visit
www.middleatlantic.com.

Notjust another
Corning Standard

pretty face
Current Standard

The illustrious legacy of Crown
Broadcast is beginning anew
chapter. To meet the needs of
broadcasters worldwide, Crown
Broadcast is aggressively
researching and developing
new technology.

Crown designs, scheduled for
release in the fall, build on this
history with new features for
new market requirements, as
well as options that can fit
current Crown transmitters for
new applications.

If you have already invasted
in aCrown FM transmi ter,
the DSM and RSM car be
added as upgrades to give
you new capabilities
without the cost of replacing
your transmitter.

The transition to technically
innovative new designs will fit
the changing dynamics of
world broadcasting while
keeping the rugged reliability
that defines Crown.

New Crown FMX Series
transmitters, with Crown's
Digital System Management
(DSM) design, make system
monitoring and control faster,
easier, and more complete.
The four- line display details
transmitter operation at a
glance, and provides full
menu-driven control.

Please visit our websle at
www.crownbroadcast corn
to learn more. And there
will be more. Watch fpr
anew, cost-effective
redundant transmitter
control for automatic
backup switching... he
revolutionary CardCast
digital transmitter in a
PC... the industry leeding
effects of Omnia
processing software....

Crown FM Series transmitters
daily extend the standard for
reliable excellence in
broadcasting. Around the world
Crown remains the choice for
trouble-free service in
demanding circumstances and
difficult environments. From
FM 30 to FM 2000, each Crown
model comes with arich tradition
of long-term value. The newest

Add the Remote System
Management ( RSM) option,
and get full remote monitoring
and control from your cell
phone. Relieve the stress of
inaccessible sites with easy offsite checkup and adjustment.

Your investment in Crown will always pay off:
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Crown Broadca3t
25166 Leer Dri\..e
Elkhart, IN 46514-5425
219-262-8900
www.crownbroadcast.com

Products & Services

Automating Programs? No Problem!

THE RAMSEY PX1

wired to
be unwired.

35W FM STEREO EXCITER/TRANSMITTER

The NEW SUB-03 Subaudible Tone Decoder
•Frequency Agile - 87.5 to 108.0 MHz
ONLY
•Digitally Synthesized PLI
1795'5
•Temperature and VSWR Protected
•120/240/12 VDC Power with Auto Battery Back-up
The PX1 was designed to fill the needs of the low power or community
broadcaster. Set-up arid use is fast and simple with just 5buttons to
access all parameters - power, frequency. modulation, and more. The
2- line vacuum fluorescent display gives you "at-aglance" verification of all
important functions. The micro-controller continuously monitors
frequency, temperature, deviation, etc. and makes subtle adjustments
on the fly- like a «virtual" station engineer.
Two balanced inputs (XLR) are provided, as are inputs for SCA and RDS
(BNC) RF Output connection is type "N", output power is adjustable from
1to 35 Watts.
If you're setting up anew station, we also supply consoles, microphones.
antennas, feedline, and more.

AVCOM-RAMSEY TECHNOLOGIES
793 Canning Parkway • Victoi. NY 14564
Order Toll- Free: 800-446-2295
www.highpowerfm.com • salesrl ramseyelectronics.com

You can

use the Sub- 03 to

The Sub-03's features include:

automate your network feeds or
take the guess work out of when

'Interlocked, dry relay closure

to cut away from networks. The

outputs for 25, 35 & combo.

decoder listens to your audio

>Balanced or unbal. audio input.

source and gives you dry contact

>Provides filtered, balanced out.

closures from any service that

>Indicators for all three tones,

sends subaudible tones, including

audio level setting & power.

satellite recievers, RPUs and

2' Enable input lets you (or your

POTS frequency extenders. The

automation) prevent closures.

decoder's relay contacts interface

>Uses standard 1/4" TRS ( head

easily with your automation

phone style) jacks for all audio.

system. The Sub-03 is areliable

>Db-9 and screw terminal outs.

and inexpensive problem solver.
The Sub-03 can be ordered set
for 50/75Hz operation.
mount

option ( as

CircuitWerkes

Rack

0

3716 SW Pi Place

shown)

available. List Price only $329.00

Gainesville, Florida 32607

Check our website for more info

(352) 335-6555 / fax 380-0230

or to down load the latest manuals.

http://www.circuitwerkes.com
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• Moseley
• McMartin

• AM/FM Monitors

13•2000
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SPECIALIZING IN

• Exciters • Optimods

13-1500

ittu Ird1/ •

• Belar • Marti

• STL's • RPirs • TSL's

Our growing product line
risrAcrioN GUARANTEED

,

THE COST EFFECTIVE
ALTERNATIVE TO
MANUFACTURER SERVICE
SERVICE, REPAIR &
CALIBRATION

AMPLIFIERS

Th @ RP Ppeple

Our RemoteMix
Sport Hybrid Mixer
is your best cfnice for
profession:I sports broadcasting.
Its compac1 design and combination
phone line,universal handset connection
ptovide unza -clIeled freedom and ease of use.
us, with t
1€ ?.. 5mm jack on newer cellular panes
Audio glie5 you plug-i.i ii
.1..i. 1
.
,i

• TFT

• Remote Control Systems

• And others...

WE ALSO PROVIDE
Free, over-the-phone technical assistance
STL loaner/rentals
PCL 505 Certification

i-maimili‘j
alimii

Azdezum--*

Phone:- (408) 986 9700
Fax:- (408) 986 1438

e-mail:- salesgsvpascom

TECHNICAL SERVICE

Website:- www,svpa.com

2198 Hubbard Lane, Grants Pass, OR 97527

(541) 471-2262
AES/EBU DIGITAL
AUDIO DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS

Summit Voicetrucking Services
ti51 Tucker Ad ii37 Tehachapi Ca, 9,156 I (0561),422-4154
wirateittimitvaiceirantitiecaitt

Top 100 Market Talent
America's Best Talent At or BELOW Minimum Wage`
Any Station, Any Format, And Daypart!
We have the BEST Talent You'll EVER find in one place. Whatever Format you

DDA106-XLR ( 1X6)

DDA112-BNC ( 1X12)

DDA112-XLR ( 1X12)

DDA124-BNC ( 1X24)

DDA206-XLR ( Dual 1X6)

DDA212-BNC ( Dual 1X12)

need Voice tracking Talent for WE'VE WV IT!
Local Daily Shows
Local Weather. News, Community lelo. Your PSA's,...Our Voice. Your Show!
Monthly Specials
Check out our Wehsite for anew spxx:ial every month!
Easy Contracts
Monthly. Quarterly, 6- Month, or Annual Contracts Make Hiring Your Next Talent Easy!

IV

Market Exclusivity
We will never place our Talent in the same Market twice, Call to hook your
favorite Talent Before you hear them across town!
No Hassel
No Sick Days. Vacation. Pay Raises, No Shows, Whining, or Botther. Everyday
you'll recieve your tracks via the Net HASSEL, FREE!

LI El

4

trueR5

•

••

Or check us out online at

www.summitvoicetracking.com
Depending on Market

eovi

MCrral eulogo

PSJALIZEI.

nerrememoN
Yorlelle1.1

_

b

t,1...tutEs
1,1./Mal MOO.
Onrneanirrum
•

LI Li

STAM

,
NPU,
ECYJA'..2E.

MS

•

•

• Accepts sample rates from 27 to 96kHz

• Transformer balanced inputs

• Data reclocking and regeneration

• Adjustable Input cable equalization

• Loop-thru inputs with switchable terminations • Sample rate, Status and Error indicators
• Up to 12 XLR or 24 BNC outputs

Call Today For Your FREE Media Kit and Demo

(661) 822-4754

a

'
3TAUS
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4
4

we E
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AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED

Dedicated to sound engineering
ATI • 328 W. Maple Avenue • Horsham, PA 19044
800-959-0307 • 215-443-0330 • Fax: 215-443-0394
httryiiwww atiguys.com
Free Brochure Available Upon Request
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SCMS Completes
Successful Install

Airshow 2000 Makes Space for Talent
Spacewise Broadcast Furniture Inc. Blendedtone Airshow 2000 series
the company's latest addition.
The Airshow is awood-built and laminate system that is priced to be competitive in its niche.
The product is available in three suggested configurations: guest show,
with guests on one side of the operator; morning show, with talent opposite
the operator; and the general studio configuration, afull-sized studio.

SCMS Inc. recently completed aturnkey project for amajor group station in
Charlotte, N.C.
The console used was aWheatstone A-6000 and the furniture was customdesigned and manufactured by DID Corp.
SCMS Inc. prewired the console and provided on-site engineering to install
the equipment and furniture. This was the most recent of many studio and RF
integration projects completed over the past 25 years by SCMS Inc.
For more information contact SCMS Inc. in North Carolina at (800) 4386040 or visit the Web site at www.scmsinc.com.
....,,,
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All feature finished solid woods for bullnosing, trim and kicks. Tops are 11/2-inch thick throughout and finished with laminates. Sidewalls are birchfinished plywood, with laminates on the exterior. Units come in large-scale
modular components.
Options include upgraded woods like cherry or walnut.
For more information contact Spacewise Broadcast Furniture Inc. in
Arizona at (480) 704-9385, fax 480-704-6149 or visit the Web site at
www.spacewise.com.
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Tele-Link
by Energy-Onix

The only stereo quality STL link to utilize the
"Free Internet Highway"
Standard system provides bi-directional stereo. Versions available with 4 and 8 channel capacities.

Contact Energy-Cnix, Broadcast Connection or your Energy-Onix dealer for price & delivery information.
Broadcast Connection

Energy-Onix Broadcast Equipment Co., Inc.
Toll Free Phone: 888-324-6649
Fax: 518-758-1476
E- Mail: info@energy-onix.com
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ENERGY-ONIX
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT CO., INC.

Phone: 970-482-9254
Fax: 970-482-6123
E- Mail: john@broadcastconnEction.com

Products & Services
44.éf !t!

OWCASE
21602 N. Central Ave., Suite 1
Phoenix, Arizona 85024
TEL: 623-780-0045

Br..r.;

tifiye

FAX: 623-780-9860

Since 1979 Mager Systems has been designing and fabricating exquisite custom studio furniture
for the broadcast industry nationwide. Our unique
award winning furniture offers true solid wood premium
construction, 3D drawings and design, delivery and installation.
Of course, we still offer our 10 year warranty on solid surface tops exclusive-

DOe

61e

ly, that will long out last wood edges and laminates. Our quality furniture is very
affordable, and can accommodate every budget from economy to show-

Designed, Fabricated,

place. We know the broadcast industry is changing everyday, so, if you

Delivered and Installed

haven't looked at Mager Systems lately, its time you checked to see what
we have new to offer like Turnkey Prewiring. Call us today and find out

www.magersystems.com
mager@magersystems.com

why Mager Systems is the best in sound furniture.

S.C.M.S., Inc
Charlotte, N. C.

/Competitive Prices

Eli! Towers
Above the Rest

/Extensive Rental Fleet ( RF Codecs

Test Equipment,Audio)
/Experienced Staff

Monopoles
Guyed Towers
Self- Supporting Towers
Structural Analysis
Tower Reinforcing

/Used Trade- Ins Welcomed
New and Rebuilt RF and Audio
/Custom Studio Design and
Furniture

reixeettec

/Representing Over 600 Quality
Manufacturers
/Turnkey Installations Available
You Know We Know Radio
800-438-6040 • www.scmsinc.com • Fax 704-889-4540

o

See the demo on our Web site.
Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road • Chandler, IN 47610
(812) 925-6000 • www.ERlinc.com

xtatibur elettronio

e TrafMc C.O.P.
or Wi
ows

HC- 1 Handi-Coupler
1'L

Here is the simplest, quickest, most convenient
way to connect audio to atelephone. The HC- 1
connects in series with the handset of any phone
using modular connectors. No connection to the
phone line is needed. Press the front panel button
and external audio is available on separate send and
receive 1/4" TRS jacks on the rear panel. Release the
button and the handset is once more connected for
normal use of the phone. Nothing could be simpler!
You can find many uses for the HC- 1around your
station: on-air studio, production room, newsroom,
sales office, field news kits, sports remotes, etc.
EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC., CHANTILLY, VIRGINIA
.
wur favorite

radio broadcast dealer today for Etualibur prodin t,'

Fast,
easy,
inexpensive!

fí

dTh7e A ten,
"c So II

Once you view o
CD demo, we kn
want the softwar

AUDION

Without Advertising
A Terrible Thing Happens...

h.!

...NOTHING

REE
you will

gal tie ewe JIM peGe
gal
emeeoas ectaiKatiet dieeetif.r.!

No Obligation!

WALK

206.842.5202
audionlabs.com

Place your ad here and reach
key broadcast professionals
with purchasing power.

See what the Traffic C.O.P. for
Wincows can do for you!
Call Now

(
800) 275-6204

www.broadcastdata.com

Call your area sales representative
or Simone Mullins @
703-998-7600 ext. 154
to request a media kit.
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Wheatstone Builds Bridge for Wiring
The Bridge 2001 from Wheatstone is
adigital audio network router that offers
a solution for growing studios with
mixed audio standards. It won a Radio
World "Cool Stuff" Award at NAB2001.
The unit's 7-inch rack-mount digital
routing cage features bidirectional fiber
optic or CAT-5 interlocation connectivity, digital domain AES switching, and
analog or digital inputs and A or D outputs. Each cage is capable of handling
512 simultaneous audio channels on its
backplane.
The 2001 handles smaller applications, yet offers growth via stackable

radio World

BUYER'S GUIDE

units to upgrade to larger system configurations. The cages can be separated
over great distances, with many studios
connected to acentral rack room.
This system provides shared
resources and permits independent satellite studios, each with its own combination of analog and digital input and output cards and connector modules
selected to suit avariety of gear.
Mixed signal switching is accomplished with achoice of AES digital or
analog 24-bit A/D input cards or 24-bit
D/A analog output cards, which can be
serviced from the front of the cage.

A family of I/O connector modules
plug into the rear of the cage to accommodate AES or analog interfaces or 75ohm digital audio equipment. RJ-45
connectors are also available for use
with CAT-5wiring systems.
The connector modules facilitate the
mix of signal technologies and standards
within the same cage.
One point-to-point interconnect can service up to
64 channels of simultaneous bi-directional digital
audio, intercage communications, XY controller
commands, plus auxiliary
RS-232 data streams.
The Bridge 2001 features GUI setup software

Connections

LPB Aims to
Cut Out
Boom Noise
The Silent Boom from LPB
Communications is designed to cut
back on unwanted noise that aboom
movement creates. The unit features
an extruded aluminum frame designed
to eliminate echo, flocked springs to
eliminate twang, Delrin machined
base to cut back on transients and an
external cable mounting groove.
The base fits into existing standard
mic mounts. Each Silent Boom is
shipped with a Delrin insert that
requires a 3/4-inch hole to be drilled
into the tabletop. The unit has a suggested retail price of $ 159.
For more information contact LPB
Communications Inc. at (610) 6441123, or visit www.lpbinc.com.

with multi-tiered authorization and security levels. Control panels and PC applications are available, designed for operational ease and arapid learning curve.
For more information contact
Wheatstone Corp. in North Carolina at
(252) 638-7000, fax (252) 637-1285 or
visit www.wheatstone.com.

•
1

Klotz Makes
Klotz Digital V_532E General
Purpose Interface rackmount unit for
the Vadis D.C. II console features 32
inputs and 32 outputs connected to the
D.C. II through a CAT- 5 Ethernet
connection.
The unit can be used to remote
control external equipment and allow
external equipment to control the D.C.
II console.
The system has 32 relay contactclosure outputs and 32 earth- free
optocoupler inputs. Each trigger's
characteristics can be changed for
each input and output ranging from
constant
closure
and
pulse
positive/negative to edge positive/negative definitions.
The company also has developed
MADI optical input and output modules for the D.C. II console.
The V_260 input and V_261 output
modules offer multichannel audio digital interface via afiber optic connected card.
The units feature 64-channel fiber
optic connection in standard MADI
format. The V_260 and V_261 modules can interface with third-party
MADI consoles, which then function
as acontrol surface to the D.C. II.
For information contact Klotz
Digital in Georgia at (678) 966-9900
or visit www.klotzdigital.com.
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Congratulates the

200

ool Stuff" Award
Winners
"""111,40Ke
Receiving the " Cool Stuff" Aware is asignifica it accomplishment. It means a product was selected by Radio World's
panel of broadcast engineers and industry journalists as
notable for its design, features, cost efficiency and
performance in serving radio users. It also meE ns the product
caused our judges to stop in the aisles and say, " Oh, cool!"
Only 22 winners were chosen for " Cool Stuff" Avt -rr'

at the

NAB2001 convention in Las Vegas from among more than 250 radio
and audio exhibitors and many hundreds of new products.

Hots off to the winners!
Wheatst

.. Bridge 2001 Digital Audio Network Router

TransLanTech Sou
lelos System

Ariane Stereo Audio Leveler
SmartSurface Studio Controller

IC Works

Powercore DSP-Turbo

Symetrix

XL 1000 FM Transmitter/Exciter
DAM- 1Digi•al Audio Monitor

AudioScie

... AS14344 and ASI4346 11P3 Audio Cards

udion Labo

VoxPrc PC Digital Audio

AirTools Audio Routing System

Roland
Orban

Bext
Belar

VS- 2480 Digital Studio Workstation
Optimod-PC " Processor on aCard"

Orba

Opticodec Streaming Audio Codecs

Omnia

Omnia-6fm Digital Audio Processor

MediaTouch/0

Editinç Software

udemat
.Arrakis

.GolcÊnEagle FM Remote Monitoring Solution
Digilink-Free Hard Disk Software

iMediaAdCast Online Content
Substitution

Harris Corp.;

BMXdigital Modular Digital Audio Console

Fast-I'

PPE 1.0 & PSE 1.0 Phonetic Preprocessing
and Phonetic Search Engines

Dialight

Radie Wkseid
Cal min Awird

860 Series LED Obstruction Light

Countryman
Broadcast Tools
...Broadcast Electronics

E6 Headset Microphone

20

4"

Time Sync/Time Sync II
FM- 20S 20 kW Solid-State
FM Transmitter

-

IG

_

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS
Want to Sell

El

alealisdesille
tn11-7111-21101

Automation rack with (2) Revox A77 r-r's, BAI cart Carousel, BAI Live
Assist, 6' rack, good condition,
$700. John Wilsbach, WMSS
Radio, 214 Race St, Middletown PA
17057. 717-948-9136.

Want to Buy
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EO's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.

www.acousticsfirstcom
AMPLIFIERS
Want to Sell
Crown stereo power amp, $ 195. J
Price, 214-321-6576.
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
Want to Sell
AM GROUND SYSTEMS: reliat4e, Ontime Installation, Quality Workmanship.
Ground System Evaluation & Repair.
www.amgroundsystems.com. 1-877766-2999.
Dielectric 3-5/8" motorized four
port coaxial switch . Continental
Communications, 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm@fiasttnet.
AnJ OWER SITE 2000
COMPLIANCE
4̀.
4

-

Antenna site signs
Registration signs
FCC- OSHA tower signs
Tower site products
610-458-8418
www antennalD con
Antenna ID Products

ERI FM antenna, 3 bay, medium
power,
horizontally
polarized,
pressurized system, $ 1200. Tom
Hodgins, Alexandra Comm, 45
Campbell Rd, Walla Walla WA
99362. 509-527-1000 or 509-5203000.
Stainless 24" towers. 100' $2500,
200' $5000, 300' $7500, heavy duty.
Tom Hodgins, Alexandra Comm, 45
Campbell Rd, Walla Walla WA
99362. 509-527-1000 or 509-5203000.
AUDIO
PRODUCTION
Want to Sell
Aiwa cassette deck model AD6900
MK II, $750. JPrice, 214-321-6576.
Altec AM- FM receiver M-725A. J
Price, 214-321-6576.
Auditronics stereo sliders, new
model 340-560 plus extender
boards 110EX6-2-A & 110-EX9-2-A,
BO. JPrice, 214-321-6576.
Otani auto locator CB111, $ 195. J
Price, 214-321-6576.
Presonus
ACP22
stereo
compressor, limiter, gate, new,
$235. JPrice, 214-321-6576.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT

CART MACHINES
Want to Sell
BE triple deck in good condition.
Record mode needs work, 200 carts
free, $500/B0. Curt Marker, WHWL.
130 Carmen Dr, Marquette MI
49855. 906-249-1423.
Fidelipac CTR-100, (
2) record/play
machines, ( 1) play only, also (2)
ESD 10 eraser/splice detector, BO.
Duane Kraayenbrink, KWIT, 4647
Stone Ave, Sioux City IA 51106.
712-274-6406.
COMPLETE
FACILITIES
Want to Sell
NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTEFVANTENNA
OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALSSCMS, Inc. ( 800) 438-6040
You Know We Know Radio

Manual for Collins 26U limiter. 11m
Coffman, 858-571-5031.
Symetrix 528 voice speech
processor, older analog unit is fine.
G.P. Brefini, GPMJ Broadcast, 12
Bailey St, Foxboro MA 02035. 508543-0158 or gpmjbcast@aol.com.
Urei, Universal Audio, dbx,
Collins, RCA, Gates. Call anytime.
Tim Coffman, 858-571-5031.
MICROPHONES
Want to Sell
Altec 683B. $295. JPrice, 214-3216576.
Want to Buy
GOLDEN MIKE ORIGINAL AWARDS
WANTED. PAYING TOP DOLLAR!
615-352-3456. fax: 615-352-1922,
email: billbryantmgmt@yahoo.corn

CONSOLES
Want to Sell
TOA 16 channel stereo, like new,
free shipping in USA, $675. Gene
Whittenberger, POB 396, Mexico IN
46958. 765-985-2224.
Want to Buy
Auditronics 800SI or 80051,
modules or replacement hybrids.
Jim
Nelson,
KFLR,
702
E
Thunderbird Rd, Phoenix AZ 85022.
602-978-2035.
Western Electric 25-A console.
Paying up to $7500 for this and
other WE items. Larry Drago, WELI.
495 Benham St, Hamden CT
06514. 203-230-5255.
To advertise, call Simone at
703-998-7600, ext. 154
or e-mail:
smullinseimaspuh.corn

DISCO- PRO

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.
Neuman, RCA, Shure, AKG, Beyer,
others 1950-1990. Call anytime.
Tim Coffman, 858-571-5031.
RCA 77-44B. Paying $ 1000 for
these mic's. Larry Drago, WELI, 495
Benham St, Hamden CT 06514.
203-230-5255.
RCA 77- DX, 44-BX, KU-3A's, WE639's. On-Air & recording lights
wanted, top dollar paid! 615-3523456, FAX: 615-352-1922. E-mail:
billbry_antmgmt@vahoo.com.
Shure SM5B microphones. B.
Giordano, WODS, 1170 Soldiers
Field Rd, Boston MA 02134. 617787-7589.
RCA 74B or RCA 44BX. Bob
Lindahl, 10680 SW Wedgewood St,
Portland OR 97225. 503-644-9643
or email: bob @ webaypsy.net.

SOUND EQUIP
Want to Sell

MISCELLANEOUS

Audiometric Tragor AR9S voice
over booth, $750 +shpg. Joe Batter,
Maine Reel Audio, Box 10, Vienna
ME 04360. 207-293-3479.

Want to Sell

LIMITERS/

mikeflags.com

AUDIO PROCESSING

WIVES!
Space is available!
For more information, call
703-998-7600
ext. 154.

Roes, W•dd.
MONITORS
Want to Sell
Used Mod Monitors, McMartin & Bee.
Many to choose from, tuned & catrated
on your frequency, full guaranteed.
Goodrich Ent 402-493-1886.
McMartin TBM-2200A FM stereo
modulation monitor, $ 100. Mark
Persons, WJJY, 402 Buffalo Hills
Lane W, Brainerd MN 56401. 218829-1326.

ORBAN OPTIMOD 6200. brand
new, never used, factory-sealed
carton. $4500 or best offer. Mike
Webb, KIRO: 206-283-0914.
Orban Optimod 8000, like new,
$1000. Tom Hodgins, Alexandra
Comm, 45 Campbell Rd, Walla
Walla WA 99362. 509-527-1000 or
509-520-3000.

Various pieces
of
broadcast
equipment ranging from console so efx
processors. Please email for acomplete
list. classifieds@desertfunrnaitcom.

Professional software
packages for preparing
FCC applications and
plotting coverage. For
Windows and NT
V' Create " real-world" coverage maps with Longley-Rice,
TIREM, PTP & other models using polygon map features.
y Prepare concise FCC model coverage maps and allocation
studies using USGS geographic map databases.
Census calculations, tower and airport databases.
V Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV & LPTV channels with
graphics oriented programs and FCC databases.
y Plot STL paths in 3-D using NGDC terrain databases... and more!
f„

I
_)()

L

Communications

800-743-3684
Tascam 32 in excellent condition,
very little use, rack mount,
$800/B0. Cur Marker, WHWL, 130
Carmen Dr, Marquette MI 49855.
906-249-1423.

McMartin TBM-3700 FM baseband
modulation monitor, 106.7 mHz,
$100. Mark Persons, WJJY, 402
Buffalo Hills Lane W, Brainerd MN
56401. 218-829-1326.

Ampex 351 mono r- r recorder,
$595. JPrice, 214-321-6576.

TFT 724A FM stereo modulation
monitor, $200. Mark Persons,
WJJY, 402 Buffalo Hills Lane W,
Brainerd MN 56401. 218-829-1326.
TFT 763 frequency agile FM
baseband modulation monitor,
$200. Mark Persons, WJJY, 402
Buffalo Hills Lane W, Brainerd MN
56401. 218-829-1326.

CRodi.) Mbrid
RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS
Want to Sell
Kenwood TS-530S for HF with low
tam Covers all amateur bands 18
through 29.7 mHz, 220W PEP SSB,
180W for CW, all solid state circuit except
peir of 6146's in PA. Complete with builtin AC power supply. Mint corertion, no
signs of wear or scratches. Inclucies
manual & original container & packing,
$425. Troy Spencer, 3196 Stones Dairy
Rd, Bassett VA 24055. 540-629-1161 or
troy@broadcastnet.

RECORDERS
Want to Sell

dbx 1024 stereo buffer amplifier,
excellent cond, $75. Mark Persons,
WJJY, 402 Buffalo Hills Lane W,
Brainerd MN 56401. 218-829-1326.

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

McMartin TBM-2500C RF amp for
modulation monitor, 106.6 mHz,
$50. Mark Persons, WJJY, 402
Buffalo Hills Lane W, Brainerd MN
56401. 218-829-1326,

Want to Sell

Want to Sell
The Auto-Mate: Automation software
for Windows. Exceptional value. Free
trial. auto-matesystems.com. 503769-2886.

Air Corp 500PH microphone
processor, older unit OK. G.P.
Brefini, GPMJ Broadcast, 12 Bailey
St, Foxboro MA 02035. 508-5430158 or gomjbcast@aol.com.

RODION MOWERS AND wan MOCKERS,
new 8. rebuilt for Ekom,l-kirris, CCA,
CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent. 11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Ampex AG-440C in good condition.
One needs brake adjustment,
$500/B0. Curt Marker, WHWL, 130
Carmen Dr, Marquette MI 49855,
906-249-1423.
Revox A-77. 2 trk stereo r- r
recorder, excellent cond, $ 100.
Mark Persons, WJJY, 402 Buffalo
Hills Lane W, Brainerd MN 56401.
218-829-1326.

Ampex 351-2 stereo r-rrecorder in
carrying case, $ 1200. JPrice, 214321-6576.
MCI J.H. 110 stereo in console,
$495. J. Price, 214-321-6576.
MCI power supplies, $ 150. JPrice,
214-321-6576.
MCI stereo electronics, $ 150. J
Price, 214-321-6576.
Ruslang recorder console, $ 125. J
Price, 214-321-6576.
Set of new Ampex 8track, 1" heads,
$750. JPrice, 214-321-6576.
Set of new Ampex MM1100 16
track, 2" heads, $350 ea. J Price,
214-321-6576.
Tascam 122 MK II, low hours, good
condition, cassette R/P workhorse,
$350. Jay Swafford, 173 Foxrun,
Springfield TN 37172. 615-3844121 or jayswafford@excite.com.
Want to Buy
MCI processor board PCA 25000611. JPrice. 214-321-6576.

REMOTE

&

MICROWAVE
Want to Sell
Norcom Maxi-Tel 4channel remote
broadcast telephone, $ 100. Mark
Persons, WJJY, 402 Buffalo Hills
Lane W, Brainerd MN 56401. 218829-1326.

REMOTE
EQUIPMENT
RENTAL
Silver Lake Audio
(516) 763-1776
silverlakeaudio.com
Uniden Force 251, 2repeaters 25 watt,
& crystals for 450.0375/455.0375,
broadcast auxiiary band, 10 born U-10
portables, programmer, chargers,
cables, antenna. Ready for news,
remote or promotion. Operate on 110
volts, backup automatic to 12 volts. Used
infrequently as portable repeater for
events, excellent shape, in factory box,
$1000. Mike McClain, 113 Tahoma
Woods, Ashford WA 98304, 360-51M2316.

WE RENT FOR LESS
Nobbles
noes
Neon
keno

RI Ernest
STL's
FM Pr AIMS
Test Mew«

If we don't have k, we Iffl Wet
SCMS, INC- (800) 438-80a0
"You Know We Know Radio"

Looking to bug or sell used equipment?
Look no

further, you're in the right place'

flocJiJ Wteld
Broadcast Equipment Exchange
Call today for current
rates a deadlines!

703-998-7600. ext.154

EE
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REPAIR SERVICES

Zephyr four cards 4304, excellent
condition, BO. Curt Marker, WHWL,
130 Carmen Dr, Marquette MI
49855. 906-249-1423.

SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT

DENON
ID CART PLAY

Want to Sell
SATELLITE
C/Ku
www.daveswebshop.com.

,DN-950FA, DN-951

_

DN-961FA
um ,OA

y4uixtyrr :.

PRO
DIGITA
INC.

Comstream ABR-200 receiver,
$950; New LNB, $400. John
Katonah, River Communications,
211 River Rd, Walden NY 12586.
845-778-2402.
Fairchild Dart 384 Sedat receiver
in great condition. Has one sedat,
one 7.5 kHz DAT, & one voice cue
card, $800/130. Tom Peterson,
WLEN, 242 West Maumee, Adrian
MI 49221. 517-263-1039.

610-353-24
Ati ALES4311-201

gear,

ISLINC.
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Profitable, cash-flowing, APNF7A
stations Best small market anywhere!
Limited competition, new equipment,
incredible location! Family ernapency
forces sae. Email: radocnair@aol.corn.

•

usOCIAIIS

Appications • Design • Field
Upgrade S Reioc.ation Studies • AM
FCC

Consulting
Communications
Engineers
Engineering • Tower Deturung
Directional Array Tuning & Proof

EXPERTS list:
TV • DTV Transition • FM • Directional Antennas • RF Exposure
2-0 S Main St . Thiensville WI 53092. ( 262) 242-6000. FAX (262) 242-6045
Nip . WWW evansassoc corn
Member AFCCE

Tektronix digital multimeter DM
502A, $ 150. JPrice, 214-321-6576.

Want to Buy
ABR200 ComStream receivers.
Any condition. Will pay more for
working units. Turn some of that old
stuff out back into $$. Jerry, 605343-8556 or jpjimm@rapidnet.com.

STATIONS

TEST EQUIPMENT

TRANSMITTERS

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

Potomac Instruments 2 tower
monitor AM- 19D, like new, $ 1295.
Tom Hodgins, Alexandra Comm, 45
Campbell Rd, Walla Walla WA 99362.
509-527-1000 or 509-520-3000.
Eico 150 solid state signal tracer,
$100. JPrice, 214-321-6576.

Want to Sell
AM/FM Combo in Southwest Migsoori.
25,000 watt FM, 1,000 watt Daytime AM.
Owner will catty note. 417-326-6445.

BE FM-30, 30KW FM. Continental
Communications.

314-664-4497.

Email: contcomm@fiastl.net.
Continental 315-R "Power Rock' pulse
modulated

5KW

AM

transmitter.

Continental Communedions. 314-6644497. Email: contcornm@tiastnet.

Harris MW- 10-B Ten kW pulse
modulated AM transmitter. Continental
Communications,
314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm@fiastinet.
Harris
MW-50-B
50KW
pulse
modulated AM xmtr. Continental
Communications. 314-664-4497. Email:
contcomm@•iastl.net.

Nuvistors, assorted, $25. J Price,
214-321-6576.

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

CONSULTANTS
EVANS

Tektronix digital multimeter DM
501A, $ 150. JPrice, 214-321-6576.

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad so help you
with any of your requirements.

FCC Amin alums and Field Engineering

•Frequenc ySearc hes and Coordination

c.
E-mail:

•AM-FM-CATV-11TS-LPTV
• ( MC Test Lab- FCC and Euro wan ( WC)

Ï011

us. leng.i orn

1-800-7974338

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

Fax ( 763) 765-4631

8899 Hastings St NE, Minneapolis, MN ; 7,449 ( 76.1) 78;4111

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

Z. Sawyer
Technical Consultants
T

www.sawyer.com
AM-FM-TV-L.1'TV

Herb Knviti Broadcast Engineering
Contractors/Consultants

AM-FM

• INT AppIN•rorra& [ drill',
• tIt•trarenITI Nrat>ratuaturn.

Professional Technical Support

• NM Pura 11,4,1 Smolt>,
• 1110 Prraur .Nruenn.rNrra,

Comprehensive Field Service

• Fruqueru> Muth,
• Clara Ipururre.
• SI I Nryl•durrn>

phone 609-347-4821

• Man.(' Irapet turn>
e

1- 301

421>erR,l

- 913 -

lii

fax 609-347-6397

9287

Bethe ,..1.,

@msn.com

2
.
r•

PC -

SOFTWARE]

AM FM TV Search Programs
Signal Mapping-STL Paths
RFHAZ-US Census PopCount
FAA Tower-Draw Tower
Doug Vernier
Engineering Consultant
1600 Picturesque Drive
Cedar Falls IA 50613

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC.

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS

*Demon 5 Optimization of

Full Service From Allocation to

AM - FM - TV

Field Work:Antenna and

*Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM N LPN
Wireless Cable
(MDSAIMDS41TFS/OFS)
*Environmental Radiation Analysis
*Field Work
*Expert Testimony

Facilities Design

P.O. Box 220. 100 Airport Dr.
Coldwater, MI 49036
517.278-7339 or Fax 517-2784973
wayne@munn-reese.com

Over 35 years engineering
and consulting experience

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
ww w.grahambrock.com

888-625-5649
AM-FM Site Construction
Specialists
Complete Tower Service
Antenna & Transmission
Line Diagnostics
Custom Studio Designs &
Furniture

ft

800- W13- DOUG

MUNN-REESE. INC.
leadcast Engineering
Consultants

Operation ANVFM/TV/AI IX Services;

System One Communications
Broadcast Constructors F. Consultants
Houston. Texas

FM FREQUENCY SEARCH

AMIDIreCtI01161Arrays

FM APPLICATIONS • $ 1,199
Amendments & Upgrades
Field Work • Site Construction
MX Resolutions. Petitions
Coverage Maps • $ 39

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757
email: mullengreaol.com

MBC Consulting
(800) 219-7461

www.mbcradio.org

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite is
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 43E-4759
e-mail: link @ surcom.com ., eh: www.surcom.corn

...Some people get hooked on
broadcast equipment big
time...they think about it. . dream
about it...talk about it all the
time...for example...us...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment
1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

Mime/omit

Market Analysis
Engineering Software
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages

www.dataworld.com
800-368-5754

info'a datass orld.com
fax: 301-656-5341

Communications Technologies, Inc.

M Celenza

Broadcast Engineering Consultants
AM FM TV LPTV
Cellular/PCS Site Analysis

Communications Consultants
TV-$550; LFTV-$550; FM-$250:
AM Freq Searches-Call for quote

•

P.O. Box 1130, Marlton, NJ 08053
Phone: ( 856) 985-0077
Fax: ( 856) 985-8124
Internet: commtechrf.com
•
Clarence M. Beverage
Laura M. Mizrahi

Applications, Amendments
& Upgrades
Antenna Structure Registration,
Field Work Avail

631-928-0077
Fax: 631-928-1905

kkannapolis@worldnet.att.net

Save Time & Money!
Call us for your
Broadcast Equipment needs
We provide Studio & Transmitter packages
New & pre-owned equipment
AM, FM, LPTV
530-542-2591
Your Solution to Broadcast Equipment rewirements!

_OMOT
YOUR
SINE
SPACE IS
AVAILABLE
*******
Call Simone
M ullins for
more
information a
703-998-7600
ext. 154.

AM Annual
NRSC Spectrum
Measurements
Fee
We make trips all across the U.S.
Call to get on our schedule.
Low Cost Flat

Measurements
800-687-9161
email: Itaft@2fords.net
tandtmeasurements.com

T and T

IMAGINE
Your Ad
Here!
Call Simone Mullins
for details
703-998-7600, ext. 154.

Avenue - PO Elos 367
Haddon Heo ghts, NJ 08035

402 Tenth

FASTER....
MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE
•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping

Consulting Engineers
Voice 866-64641008 -

Fax 856-546-1841

E-Mail terderadiotechniques.corn

•Fully integrated databases

AM- FM - TV
FCC Applications
Directional Antennas

•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

Field Work

Transmitter Plant Design
Acoustics and Sound
Edward A Schober, PE
Prinmpal Engineer
Member AFCCE

-. •.
;
COMMUNICATIONS

Visit us on the the web at www.radlosoft.com
109 West Knapp Ave • Edgewater. FL • ( 386)426-2521

Structural Analysis

STUDIO
FURNITURE?
STURDY CUSTOMIZED
SYSTEMS FOR EVERY
NEED AND BUDGET!
WHY PAY ANY MORE?

ICII1/
Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610
(812) 925-6000
www.ERlinc.com

SPACEWISE
800-775-3660
info@spacewise.com

BEE
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.,Nattral

POWER TUBES

TEL: 800-532-6626

REBUILT

FM: + 1-530-662-7553
FAX: +1-530-666-7760

1/2 THE COST

www.econco.com

eta

OF NEW!

ECONCO
TUBES

FOR THE BEST PRICE
& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call
Goodrich Ent at 402-493-1886 day
or night, FAX 402-493-6821.

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment
300W

FM

1988 Manis FM300K Solid State - Single Phase

1KW

FM

1981

1KW

FM

1968 Harris FM 1H - Single Phase

2.5KW

FM

1984 Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

Single Phase

2.5KW

FM

1980 Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

2.5KW

FM

1976 Collins 831D

3.8KW

FM

1994 Continental 814J Solid State

5KW

FM

1967 Collins 830E

FM

1985 BE FM5A

5 KW

FM

1979 Harris FM 5K

6KW

FM

1994 Henry 60000

10KW

FM

1974 Harris FM1OH/K

20KW

FM

1982 Continental 81692A

1KW

AM

1976

Harns MW1

1KW

AM

1981

Han. MW1A

1K W

AM

1981

Collins 828C-1 ( 3146)

AMPEREX
EIMAC,
ED-CON,
SVETLANA, 3C X25C0F3, 3CX3003A7,
3-500ZG, 4CX250B,
4C X1000A ,
4CX1500B, 4CX5000A, 4-400C, 83,
ETC. VVESTGATE «1-213-4563.

1KW

AM

1982

Manis SO- 1

5KW

AM

1980

Harto MW5A

5KW

AM

1984

Continental 31581

10KW

AU

1983

Continental 316F

10KW

AM

1986

Han. MW10E1

25KW

AU

1989

Nautel Ample? 25 Solid State

25KW

AM

1985

CSI

50KW

AM

1978

Continental 317C-1

50KW

AM

1982

Harris MW- 50B

C Electronics Co.
NEVV TUBES
for all your needs, at the

Belar AMM2B Mod. Monitor ( 1200 KI-17)

lowest onces, direct from

Belar FM Mod. Monitor

CAL MDF 800 Stereo De- Emphasis Filter
CAL SEC 800 Compressor
TFT AM Modulation Monitor ( 1990) 1200 11H7

Svetlana

SE HABLA ESPANOL

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361

WE EXPORT
VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPT)

POSITIONS WANTED

VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: www.fmamtv.com

OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STIS FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment
SCMS Inc (800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"
Gates BC-600 used AM transmitter 910
KC, 500 watts, single phase, call for
details, BO. Kent Lankford, WAKO, POB
210, Highway 250 East, Lawrenceville IL
62439. 618-943-3354.
Harris 2.5 kW FM transmitter, 20
yrs old, no exciter. In great shape,
$2000/130; Also old Gates 10 kW
FM transmitter, no exciter, works,
$500/130. Dennis Voy, KMAQ, 129
N Main St, Maquoketa IA 52060.
563-652-2426.
Harris Gates Five. 5kW transmitter,
solid state, 2 yrs old, perfect shape,
$20,000. Tom Hodgins, Alexandra
Comm, 45 Campbell Rd, Walla Walla
WA 99362. 509-527-1000 or 509-5203000.
0E1 6951 3.5 kW FM transmitter,
Peter Dahl power supply upgrade 5
kW single phase, $ 5000. Tom
Hotigins, Alexandra Comm, 45
Campbell Rd, Walla Walla WA
99362. 509-527-1000 or 509-5203000.
Ramsey FM- 100 hobby transmitter,
plug and play 0-1watt stereo, $375.
Gene Whittenberger, POB 396,
Me:rico IN 46958. 765-985-2224.
Tepco J-340 (
2), used 2 yrs, like
nee, $ 2000 ea. Curt Marker,
WI-trWL, 130 Carmen Dr, Marquette
MI 49855. 906-249-1423.

transcom@fmamtv.com

Continental or Harris 10 kW AM
transmitter in good condition.
Rafael Aguilar, Aguilar Studio, 4043
Gamag Lane, Indianapolis IN
46254. 317-293-9045.

LP, FM, AM transmitters, exciters, no
less than 100 watts for non-profit. Also
need reasonable, working antennas
that match transmitter. Michael
Cardillo, 151 Morgan St, Cranston RI
02920. 401-942-8341.

Roe» Werld
5827 Columbia Pike, 1st Floor •
PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

Falls Church, VA 22041
FAX: 703-671-7409

Classified Advertising Rates
Effective January 1, 2001
1x

6x

13x

26x

1-9 col inch (per inch)

S95

90

85

80

10-19 col inch ( per inch)

S80

70

60

50

Distributor Directory

S120

115

110

105

Professional Card

S90

85

80

75

Station/Studio Services

S175

150

125

100

Classified Line Ad

S2/word

Blind Box Ad

$15 additional

Simo

TUBES, Eimac, Svetlana
800-430-6683
Fax: 905-469-4291
www.hard-to-find.net
ams@hard-to-find.net

TURNTABLES
Want to Buy
TURNTABLES.
TONEARMS,
PREAMPS, TUBES. LIMITERS.
612-869-4963.

CRodi* Werld

Manager, to reserve

Voice Of Amensa has an opening for a
qualified

maintenance

Washington.

technician

Friendly,
industrious,
FCC
commercial 151 class w/radar,
amateur, extra radio licensed, CE,
asst CE, seeking FT, PT, contract
work, AM/FM, cable, TV, within 75
mile radius of metro NYC area. 718969-5224 or write: Mitchell Rakoff,
81-12 Roosevelt Ave # 702, Jackson
Heights NY 11372-6746 or email:
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.
NJ Racbo DJ is ready for your next
project: voice-overs, commercials,
narrations, etc. Call for demo, 938-2953247 or Dvlan@mymailstation.com.

11 14J

digital & analog radio broadcast equipment, &
installation of on- air s-ystems & facilities.
Competitive salary &
Contact Reme White

excellent benefits.

e202-619-3752.

Run your
employment ad
on our web site
for only
$2 per word!
Call Simone Mullins
for all the details at
703-998-7600.
ext. 154.

Email:
smullins@imaspub.com

) ,Jtcit

Buying Used Equipment
Selling Used Equipment

Help Wanted Ads
Positions Wanted Ads

Use your credit card to

American Express.

Do]

703-

its

experience in truubkshooting & repair of

lassified Section

space in the next issue.
pay, we now accept
VISA, MASTERCARD and

in

headquarters. Skills require

Yee'rjhligete.

llins,

Ext. 154, Classified Ad

RADIO MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN

ATTENTION
EMPLOYERS!

611.19

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PROTEK®,
EEV and many others.
[352) 688-2374
PH: [ 800] 881- 2374
FAX: ( 352) 683- 9595

CAL SUP- 900 AM Stereo Alatrut Processor

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

BE FX 30 exciter, tunable, brand new,
still in original wrapping, two manuals
included, $ 1600. Tom Hodgins,
Alexandra Comm, 45 Campbell Rd,
Walla Walla WA 99362. 509-527-1000
or 509-520-3000.

SALES MANAGER: International
antenna company. Proven sales
ability, technical knowledge to
promote broadcast systems while
building
worldwide
sales
organization.
Spanish fluency.
Eastern
USA.
Top
salary,
incentives,
benefits.
Resume:
tenntennas@hotmail.com.

OUR STOCK.

Belar FM Stereo Monitor

Want to Buy

HELP WANTED

We have the alternauves

Miscellaneous Equipment:

SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO:

EMPLOYMENT

Want to Sell

TRANSCOM CORP.

5KW

--"*.1
11148

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

CONCO

Harris FM 1K

--enmara»

ght here! Call Simone at
600. ext. 154 to advertise.

BEE
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EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service or radio stations only. NI other end users will be charged This FREE service
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A DVERTISER I
NDEX
This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.

does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on a paid basis only. Send your listings to us by filling oui
the lorm below. Please be aware that atakes one month for listings to appear The listings run for two consecutive issues
and must be resubmitted in order to run again. Thank you.

PAGE

ADVERTISER

WEB SITE URL

3

360 Systems

www.360systems.com

42

Allied

31

Aphex Systems

Title

43

Armstrong Transmitters

Company/Station

46

ATI

Address

2

Audioarts Engineering/Wheatstone

39

Audion Labs

48

Audion Labs

56

Auditronics/VVheatstone

46

Avcom-Ramsey Technologies

24

BALSYS

43

Belar

www.belar.com

51

Bext

www.bext.com

Please print and include
all information:

Are you currently asubscriber to Radio World?
'a Yes
.1
No
Signature

Date

Contact Name

City/State
Zip Code

—

Telephone
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can
participate in the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on a paid basis. Line ad listings & display
advertising are available on aper word or per inch basis.

VVTS ] WTB U Category: _
Make:
Brief Description:

Model•

Price:

WTS U WTB U Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price:

WTS u WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Price

_

WTS u WTB U Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Pccc.

Model

Model: _

_

WTS U WTB U Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

_

---

Price:

WTS U WTB 0 Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model

Price:

WTS U WTB U Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price:

WTS U WTB U Category: _
Make:
Model:
Brief Description:

—

Price: _
•
Closing

for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
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Equipment Exchange

PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 •

Tel: 703-998-7600 •

Fax: 703-998-2966

48

Broadcast Data Consultants

34

Broadcast Richardson

11

Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI)

42

Broadcast Tools

28, 29

BSW

www.ocwhite.com
www.aphex.com
www.armstrongtx.com
www.atiguys.com
www.wheatstone.com
www.audionlabs.com
www.voxpro.net
www.wheatstone.com
www.highpowerfm.com
www.balsys.com

www.broadcastdata.com
www.broadast-richardson.com
www.bsiusa.com
www.broadcasttools.com
www.bswusa.com

4

Burk Technology

42

Circuit Werkes

www.circuitwerkes.com

46

Circuit Werkes

www.circuitwerkes.com

25

Commercial Communication Assoc.

www.burk.com

www.cca.ws

7

Comrex

1

Continental Electronics

42

Cortana

45

Crown Broadcast

42

Dawning

www.dawning.com

22

Digigram

www.digigram.com

48

Electronic Research Inc.

www.comrex.com
www.contelec.com
cortana@cyberport.com
www.crownbroadcast.com

www.eriinc.com

19

ENCO Systems

www.enco.com

30

ENCO Systems

www.enco.com

47

Energy-Onix

48

Excalibur Electronics

41

Gepco International

www.gepco.com

27

Harris

www.harris.com

6

Inovonics

www.inovon.com

17

Inovonics

www.inovon.com

46

J Squared Technical Service

46

JK Audio

8

Jones Radio Networks

www.jonesradio.com

16

Klotz Digital AG

www.klotzdigital.com

33

Lighthouse Digital Systems

10

Logitek

48

Mager Systems

www.energy-onix.com
See ad for contact information

jsquared@cdsnet.net
www.jkaudio.com

www.lighthousedigital.com
www.logitekaudio.com
www.magersystems.com

23

MediaTouch

www.imediatouch.com

9

Omnia, a Telos Company

www.omniaaudio.com

36

QEI

www.qei-broadcast.com

5

Radio Systems

www.radiosystems.com

48

S.C.M.S., Inc.

www.scmsinc.com

12

Scott Studios

www.scottstudios.com

15

Sierra Automated Systems

www.sasaudio.com
www.sasaudio.com

37

Sierra Automated Systems

46

Silicon Valley Power

14

Sine Systems

20

SMARTS Broadcast Systems

24

Sound Ideas

40

Studio Technology

46

Summit Voicetracking Services

35

Syntrillium Software

www.svpa.com
www.sinesystems.com
www.smartsbroadcast.com
www.mixmusiclibrary.com
www.studiotechnology.com
www.summitvoicetracking.com
www.syntrillium.com

13

Telos Systems

www.zephyr.com

32

Telos Systems

www.telos-systems.com

55

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com

54

OPINION

Radio World

•READER
Shortwave
Iwas disappointed in your June 20
editorial, "Time to Mourn Shortwave?"
Of course, you are quite correct that
every broadcaster should consistently
review the best transmission means available for his/her audience, but Ithink you
could have emphasized more the importance of acorrect conclusion from such
an investigation.
Recent studies clearly conclude that
the Internet is not yet a medium for a
mass radio broadcasting market — even
in the United States and certainly not in
most of the rest of the world. Nor is local
AM/FM a viable long-term solution in
countries where political instability could
cause the AM/FM plug to be pulled.
This is why shortwave is still very relevant for some international services. You
were negligent in not making that clear.
Lawrence Magne gave acompelling
argument on NPR's "Morning Edition"
why the BBC has made a mistake in
abandoning shortwave to North America
and some other regions of the world.

Shortwave is still

FORUM•
of HF broadcasting to that being mistakenly carried out by the VOA Board of
Governors. The BBC targets countries to
promote trade and build national status.
The charter of the VOA is to provide information to the nations where freedom of the
press is limited or doesn't exist at all.
These are not-yet-developed nations
without access to the same advanced
technology as that in the United States,
Canada, Australia and New Zealand —
countries where the BBC has eliminated
shortwave and substituted the Internet.
There are anumber of us out here who
understand all available technologies, not
just those developed during the present
generation. Balance is needed to optimize
choosing between methods.
Unfortunately, that balance does not
exist in our present International
Broadcasting Bureau (IBB/VOA). Their
own Internet survey results indicate only
8percent of their audience is from VOAtargeted countries. Sixty-nine percent of
the audience is from the United States
alone. This is not cost effective.
Iwould encourage Radio World to
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Convergence will sweep the industry soon —
or so some analysts have been predicting for
some time.
Recently we've seen two examples that
demonstrate how the concept might work in
the real, bottom- line world of consolidated
radio.
First, Clear Channel signed acontract with
the ad insertion service Hiwire, giving the
company's 250 streaming stations a way
around the American Federation of Television
and Radio Artists' Internet radio commercial provision.
Separately, and shortly thereafter, the Local Market Internet Venture launched
five beta streaming Web sites.
The LMiV is aconsortium of radio competitors that have joined to tap the potential riches of the Internet. And the five founding members of the LMiV — Emmis
Communications, Corus Entertainment, Jefferson- Pilot Communications,
Bonneville International Corp. and Entercom — plan to launch the stations online
via the LMiV.
The venture plans to launch 166 more Web sites before the end of the year, but it
will still be far smaller than the big dog. Clear Channel's conservative streaming
initiative includes only slightly more than aquarter of its radio stations.
Yet if all the technical and competitive glitches are worked out, the LMiV will
accomplish something that its members could not do alone: deliver substantial
aggregate audience numbers to advertisers.
It is time for radio to think of new ways to collect audiences to make its numbers
attractive enough to sell ads that will pay for the Webcasts. For most radio companies, this may mean joining otherwise-unthinkable partners to make streaming profitable.
And because of the costs of streaming — the more listeners that you have,
the higher your Webcast cost — radio will have to move in some bold ways to
develop a business model for Webcasting. The LMiV looks like a step in the
right direction.

Radio
Expands Its
Collective
Brain

very relevant for some
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international services. You were negligent in not
making that clear.
— George Woodard

In anutshell, Larry's argument is that
the BBC-WS is more than just two 15minute newscasts aday. It is a 24-hour
service of news, entertainment, features,
sports and more of which some dedicated
shortwave listeners, including some
British expatriates, will now be deprived.
Maybe in the whole scope of things
not apositive move for the BBC.
George Woodard, PE
Director of Engineering
Continental Electronics
Dallas
Both my wife and Ihave been contributors to RW. We greatly admire the quality of your work, which has produced an
industry publication unlike any other.
Just as in the case of our Congress and
the Bush administration, Ibelieve you
may be a victim of half-truths re shortwave broadcasting.
You cannot compare the BBC reduction

solicit knowledgeable opinion from
experts, so that aproper balance can be
examined.
Jack Quinn
International Broadcasting Consultant
Santa Rosa, Calif.
Ed. Note: Quinn is aformer director
at VOA who also worked for RFE and
EIMAC.
BSI advertisement
The following letter was sent to
Broadcast Software International and
copied to Radio World:
BSI,
I'm puzzled as to what the point would be
in using an apparent transsexual to sell your
product lines (June 20, page 23). Ipersonally found it distasteful and unnecessary.
Also, the picture appears to be taken

(or at least enhanced to show this) in a
BSI office due to the framed BSI logo
behind the individual.
Iwould imagine this person has had
quite atroubled life, and yet Iwould think
it is the intent of BSI to make amockery
of their behavior to shock the reader. Not
what is needed in our society today.
You have discouraged me from purchasing any of your products. Please use
more discretion when selecting your
advertisements.
Eric Eshbaugh
Fredericksburg, Va.

Iagree. Ihave long championed the
concept that trade shows need third-party
audits, as exhibitor/marketers deserve
and need afair base of comparison. Our
show, International CES, was the first
major trade show to use an audit, and
recently we released the results of our
2001 show audit.
Ihope you continue to press on this
issue and other journalists pick up your
drumbeat.
Gary Shapiro
President and CEO
Consumer Electronics Association
Arlington, Va.

Show attendance
Igreatly appreciated your May 23 column on the importance of third-party
audits for expositions ("NAB: How Many
Is Enough?"). You said:
"The only consistent, fair way to measure attendance at any convention is to
count each body once; to separate statistically the paying visitors from the nonpaid attendees, and the exhibitors from
the attendees; and to have an independent
third party audit the attendance figures
and make those statistics public."
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D IGITAL A UDIO N ETWORK ROUTER
•BI- DIRECTIONAL FIBER O PTIC OR CAT-5 I
NTERLOCATION COr\,\JECTIVITY
•ALL DIGITAL DOMAIN AES SWITCHING
•ANALOG OR DIGITAL (AES SAMPLE RATE) I
NPUTS
•BOTH ANALOG AND AES DIGITAL OUTPUTS
•SERIAL CONTROL AND DISPLAY WITH W HEATSTONE CONSOLES
THE 2001 MAKES AUDIO NETWOIRKING PRACTICAL . complement of control panels and PC applications to

It's simple to install, easy to learn, and certain to reduce
system costs. Compact enough for small applications,
yet stackable for tremendous growth potential, it's design consists of 7"radmount digital routing cages, each
capable of handling 512 simultaneous audio channels
on its backplane.
Units can be stacked to suit particular card complements (analog or digital input and output cards or optical
network cards) but more significantly cages can be
separated by great distances and network their audio
through either bidirectional fiberoptic links or asingle
CAT-5 wire. O NE I
NTERCONNECT DOES I
T ALL:
64 channels of simultaneous bidirectional digital audio,
intercage communication, XYcontroller commands plus
auxiliary RS-232 data streams. This single interconnect
between your studio and central rackroom can save
you tens if not hundreds of thousands of feet of wire in
atypical installation.
The 2001's graphic based setup software is intuitive
and easy to use, with all the authorization and security
levels you could want. And of course we have a fiJII
171/1--7c)t_f-tcpri

Cc)r-r-Dorc) t-ion

tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-485.7/sales

wheattone.corn

choose from—all designed for straightforward operation
and arapid learning curve.
With 25 years of experience, Wheatstone has the
infrastructure in place to help you build your OWN
infrastructure. Contact us for answers.

MIXED SIGNAL SWITCHING is easily accomplished with achoice of AES
digital or ANALOG 24- bit A>D input cards, and of course 24- bit digital or
24- bit D>A ANALOG output cards, all of wh:ch car be serviced from the
front of the cage. All signals are routed entirely in the digital domain.

www.whectstone.corn
copyright
2001 by Wheatstone Corporation
spectlicabons and »elutes subject to change without notice
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Continues

O UR BRAND NEW 2600 SERIES
is the PERFECT UPGRADE for those
thousands of stations that have had
AUDITRONICS consoles over the past
thirty years. Designed for the TIGHTEST
of BUDGETS, it is nonetheless the highest
performance console Auditronics has
ever offered!
A MODULAR D ESIGN, the 2600
features twelve input channels,a monitor
module with control room, studio, cue,

headphone and talkback circuits, and
an output module with PROGRAM,
AUDITION, both pre and post fader
MONO outputs, and independent meter
selection. Optional line selector and tape
remote modules are also offered.
This countertop design fits efficiently
in only 25 by 26 inches of space, and like
all our consoles is fabricated from steel
to withstand the rigors of a broadcast
environment.

tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857/scles@whectstone corn
600 Industrial Drive New Bern, North Carolina, USA 28562
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